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ABSTRAKT

ABSTRAKT
Unabhängig von verschiedenen Vernetzungsstrategien suchen aktuelle Studien
alternative Lösungen für die Vernetzung von Hyaluronsäure mit einem niedrigeren Niveau
der chemischen Vernetzer um Komplikationen und Zelltoxizität zu vermeiden. In dieser
Studie war es unser Ziel, die Vernetzungseffizienz von HA-basierten Hydrogelen, vernetzt
mit 1, 4-Butandiol diglycidyl ether (BDDE) durch verschiedener Verfahrensbedingungen,
einschließlich der Reaktionszeit , pH, Temperatur, HA-Konzentration, HA Molekular
Gewicht und Mischansatz zu überprüfen. Die Studie ergab, dass die Verfahrensbedingungen
mit wenigen Ausnahmen spürbare Auswirkungen auf Vernetzungseffizienz von BDDE-HAHydrogelen mit wenigen Ausnahmen hatte. Ergebnisse von Hydrogelen 'Eigenschaften wie
in vitro-Abbaurate , Quellfähigkeit , morphologische und rheologische Verhalten bestätigt
diese Erweiterung. Für vier Tage mit Hyaluronidase inkubiert, wird die in vitro
Abbaugeschwindigkeit um nahezu 11,7% verringert, 18,3%, 18,2%, 18,0%, bezogen auf den
1., 2., 3., 4. Tag nach Beginn der neuen Verfahrensbedingungen während der chemischen
Quervernetzer angenommen werden BDDE konstant gehalten wurde. Das Quellverhältnis in
destilliertem Wasser zeigte auch eine dramatische Abnahme von 145 ± 4,9 (g / g) auf 130 ±
3,8 (g / g), aber war die Abnahme war nicht stabil. Allerdings hat die Schwellung in PBS
gezeigt dass es keinen signifikanten Rückgang gibt, nur etwa 1,0 g aus der gequollenen
Masse war reduziert worden, denn von den ersten bis zu den letzten Messungen wurde nur
1,9 g aus der gequollenen Masse reduziert. Die Verringerung der Porengrößenverteilung
liegt im Bereich zwischen 10 & mgr; m bis weniger als 50 & mgr; m im Vergleich zum
ersten mikroskopischen Scan zu verengen, die Zusammenbruch zeigte und viel größeren
Porengrößenverteilung. Dynamische Moduli; der Speichermodul (G ') und der Verlustmodul
(G'')

erhöht

wurden

und

zeigten

viskoelastische

Verhalten

mit

geringer

Frequenzabhängigkeit.Schließlich bestätigen diese Ergebnisse, dass die verschiedenen
Verfahren relativ Stimuli die Vernetzungseffizienz ohne Ausnutzung übermäßige Menge des
chemischen Quervernetzer BDDE-HA Hydrogele verbessern könnte.
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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

Regardless of various cross-linking strategies, current studies seek alternative
solutions for cross-linking hyaluronic acid with a lower level of chemical cross-linker to
avoid complications and cell toxicity. In this study, we aimed to enhance the cross-linking
efficiency of HA-based hydrogels cross-linked with 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDDE)
via studying the effect of various method conditions such as reaction time, pH, temperature,
HA concentration, HA molecular weight and mixing approach. The study revealed that the
method conditions had noticeable effects on BDDE-HA properties with few exceptions. For
four days incubating with hyaluronidase, the in-vitro degradation rate decreased by almost
11.7 %, 18.3 %, 18.2 %, 18.0 % on the 1st , 2nd , 3rd ,4th day respectively after employing the
optimum method conditions. The swelling ratio in distilled water showed also a dramatic
decrease from 145 ± 4.9 (g/g) to 130 ± 3.8 (g/g). However, the swelling in PBS did not show
a significant decline, about 1.0 g only had been reduced from the swollen mass when moved
from the initial measurements to the final measurements. The pore-size distribution
decreased to narrower ranges between 10 µm to less than 50 µm compared to the first
microscopic scan which showed collapse and much wider pore-size distribution. Dynamic
moduli; the storage modulus (G') and the loss modulus (G'') were increased and showed
viscoelastic behavior with less frequency-dependence. Finally, these findings confirmed that
the method conditions could relatively enhance the cross-linking efficiency of BDDE-HA
hydrogels without exploiting excessive amount of the chemical cross-linker.
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AIMS OF STUDY
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a high-molecular weight, poly-anionic polymer with many
applications in human medicine (Šimkovic et al., 2000). Naturally, it is found in human skin,
extra-cellular matrix (ECM) and synovial fluid of vertebrates (Zawko et al., 2009). The HA
functions are to create volume and provide lubricants to tissues, consequently preventing cell
damages induced through various physical stresses (Romagnoli & Belmontesi, 2008). HA is
biocompatible, biodegradable and hydrophilic, so it allows the influx and retention of large
amounts of water due to the abundant hydrophilic carboxyl groups (Allemann & Baumann,
2008).
Due to the unique biological properties of HA which are very similar of that in human
tissues, it has gained great attention and interest over the years. These properties have allowed
HA to be used in different biomedical applications such as wound-healing, osteoarthritis (Liu et
al., 2007) and tissue-augmentation (Kenne et al., 2013). However, native HA has very limited
applications due to its poor mechanical properties and in vivo rapid degradation (Liu et al., 2007;
Jeon et al., 2007; Pitarresi et al., 2007 ; Verpaele & Strand, 2006). It has been reported that the
half-life of HA after injection into the skin or joints is no longer than 1 day (Brown et al.,1991).
Consequently, it is not a suitable material for therapeutic action, particularly for the
dermatological applications.
To overcome these drawbacks, HA should be stabilized via chemical modification
processes to ensure a longer residence time within the soft tissue after administration into the
body. These processes involve cross-linking of different HA chains by covalent bonds using
chemical cross-linkers (Luo et al, 2000). Various methods have been developed for the
production of cross-linked HA, the result of each method is a cross-linked HA hydrogel with a
three-dimensional network structure that retains water within its cross-linked network upon the
hydration in an aqueous environment (Berkó et al, 2013 ; Masters et al, 2005 ; Kim, Mauck &
Burdick, 2011; Yamanlar et al, 2011) .
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The cross-linked hydrogel is more resistant than native HA towards enzymatic
degradation due to the formation of bridges and intermolecular bonds between the HA chains
and the cross-linker. A number of chemical cross-linkers have been addressed for HA crosslinking including methacrylamide (Segura et al., 2005), hydrazide (Prestwich et al., 1998),
carbodiimide (Lai, 2012), divinyl sulfone (DVS), 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDDE) and
poly (ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDGE) (Gatta et al, 2013 ; Schanté et al, 2011).
Several studies showed that by increasing the cross-linker content or concentration, the degree of
cross-linking is increased (Caillard et al, 2008 ; Wong, Ashton & Dodou, 2015 ; Schanté et al,
2011), subsequently, slower degradation rate towards enzyme is exhibited. In cosmetic, patients
commonly prefer HA hydrogels with higher degrees of cross-linking to exhibit longevity and
mechanical strength. Hydrogels prepared with a higher degree of cross-linking become stiffer
and exhibit greater resistance against enzymatic degradation. Stronger HA-filler can also provide
adequate force to lift the tissues and resist subsequent deformation.
However, from a health perspective, incorporation of high contents of chemical crosslinkers in HA modification is not feasible. The excessive amounts of cross-linkers are often toxic
and can give unwanted reactions with the bioactive substances present in the hydrogel matrix
(Hennink, and van Nostrum, 2012 ; Boogaard et al., 2000). They affect the integrity of the
substances to be entrapped such as drugs or proteins. Treating patients with excessive amounts of
cross-linker is not a healthy practice and may be associated with undesirable effects, particularly
if the dose contains residues of un-reacted cross-linker. The chemical cross-linkers are
considered the major obstacles in the use of injectable polymer scaffolds due to their toxicity to
the cells (Sung et al, 1998 ; Ferretti et al, 2006 ; Tan et al, 2009).
Many studies have reported various complications and side-effects correlated with the
chemical cross-linkers used in HA modification, particularly for the HA fillers treated with
excessive amounts of cross-linkers (Sung et al, 1998 ; ; Ferretti et al, 2006 ; Tan et al, 2009 ;
Alijotas-Reig & García-Giménez, 2008 ; Micheels, 2001 ; Loewe et al, 2001 ; John & Price,
2009 ; Clark, 2007 ; Hennink & Nostrum, 2012 ; Boogaard, Denneman, & Van Sittert, 2000).
Any side effects or allergic reactions produced by HA-based fillers are thought to be caused by
the cross-linkers (Clark, 2007; Carpintero, Candelas & Ruiz-Rodríguez).
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Some complications such as hypersensitivity reactions, nodules, induration, facial edema
and localized cutaneous reaction have been widely reported in humans when treated with HA
fillers (Alijotas& García, 2008; Micheels, 2001; Loewe, et al., 2001). In practical, the injectable
filler should be safe, biocompatible and non-immunogenic (Kablik et al, 2009), non-allergenic,
non-carcinogenic, adverse-effect free and not associated with migration and excessive
inflammatory response following its application (Iannitti, Bingol, Rottigni & Palmieri, 2013 ;
John & price, 2009).
Currently, the cross-linking strategies take into account reduction of the toxic agents, so
there has been an increasing demand for HA-based hydrogels that offer advantages of lower
chemical cross-linkers. However, when an amount of a cross-linker is reduced, it is not easy to
obtain a stiff cross-linked hydrogel. In fact, preparing a cross-linked HA hydrogel with both a
low amount of chemical cross-linker and a high degree of cross-linking is difficult. This field of
study is currently receiving considerable attention, and has become one of the major challenging
issues in hydrogels manufacturing. Therefore, the main objective of our study was to enhance the
HA cross-linking efficiency while maintaining a constant level of the chemical cross-linker. The
cross-linking efficiency is a theoretical term introduced in this study to describe the total strength
of formed hydrogels. It represents the chemical cross-linking raised from the formation of
covalent bonds between HA chains and the cross-linker and the physical cross-links raised from
the polymer entanglements or conformation. We selected 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether
(BDDE) as the chemical cross-linker, because it is currently used in the majority of marketleading HA hydrogels. Such studies would provide alternative solutions for the enhancement of
cross-linking efficiency without exploiting excessive quantities of BDDE. The cross-linking
efficiency in each formed hydrogel was evaluated by measuring hydrogel’s properties such as invitro degradation rate, swelling ability, morphological and rheological behavior.
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This dissertation is organized into seven chapters; Chapter 1 presents a theoretical
background of relevant information for hyaluronic acid and its application in cosmetic and
medical treatments. Chapter 2 describes the synthesis process applied for producing the HA
hydrogel cross-linked with 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether. It also confirms the occurrence of
chemical modification by comparing the resulting BDDE-HA hydrogel with a native HA
solution. Chapter 3 compares three different analytical methods (chromatography, colorimetry
and gravimetry) for measuring the in-vitro degradation rate of cross-linked hydrogels.
Chapter 4 investigates the influence of reaction time, pH and temperature on crosslinking efficiency of BDDE-HA hydrogels. Chapters 5 & 6 study the effect of HA initial
concentration and HA molecular weight on BDDE-HA cross-linking efficiency. In Chapter 7,
the mixing approach of HA with the reagent (BDDE) solution was described. Each chapter starts
with an introduction and ends with a conclusion describing the most essential results. The
chapters were subdivided after introduction as following: materials, synthesis, measurements,
results and discussion. If much data (numbers, tables or graphs) were extracted from the
experiments, the results and discussion were separated. Finally, the dissertation was ended with a
summary describing the presented work and references. Appendices were provided for additional
information.
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CHAPTER 1
1. Theoretical background
1.1 Introduction to hyaluronic acid (HA)
Hyaluronic acid (HA) also known as hyaluronan (Fig.1.1) is a high-molecular
weight, naturally occurring biodegradable polymer. HA is a linear (unbranched) and nonsulphated glycosaminoglycans (GAG). It is composed of repeating disaccharide units of
N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and

D-glucuronic

acid chemically linked by alternating

glycosidic bonds β - (1, 4) and β- (1, 3) (Schanté, Zuber, Herlin, & Vandamme, 2011;
Šimkovic et al., 2000 ; Fan, et al, 2006).

Figure 1. 1 Structure of the disaccharide repeating unit in HA

The name of " hyaluronic acid " was derived from two terms: the term "hyalos"
which means glass in the Greek language and the uronic acid. HA is a highly charged
polyanion polymer and it binds with water extensively due to the abundant hydrophilic
carboxyl groups (Allemann & Baumann, 2008; Kablik et al, 2009). Based on X-ray
diffraction and NMR, the molecular structure of HA can be found in different helical
conformations depending on different conditions such as pH, humidity, water content and
temperature. The most common forms are fully extended helix, three-fold helix and fourfold helix stabilized by hydrogen bonds (Kaufmann, Mohle, Hofmann & Arnold, 1997).
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In physiological solutions, the HA backbone forms a twisted ribbon structure
called ― coiled structure‖ due to the interactions of hydrogen bonds with the solvent
where the axial hydrogen atoms relatively form a non-polar face whereas the equatorial
side forms the polar face (Fakhari & Berkland, 2013). The molecular weight of HA
depends on the number of disaccharide units present in the chain which is proportional to
the HA molecular weight. The commercial HA is usually supplied as a sodium salt with a
molecular weight 401 Da for its basic unit (Kablik et al, 2009). HA is widely distributed
throughout the human body and it forms a major element in the extracellular matrix,
ECM (Scott,1995; Rhodes, 2007, Zhu, 2010;). It is present in almost all biological fluids
including synovial fluid and the vitreous humor of the eye (Zawko, Suri, Truong, &
Schmidt, 2009). The mean concentration of HA in human body is about 200 mg/kg, so
that a body weighing 60 kg contains about 12.0 g of hyaluronic acid (Romagnoli &
Belmontesi, 2008). The larger amount of HA is found in the skin and it approximately
contains more than 50 % of the total content within the body (Kablik et al, 2009). In
normal state, HA is present as a free polymer, however in some tissues, it is linked to
different glycoproteins or specific cell receptors (Romagnoli & Belmontesi, 2008). The
main function of HA is to create volume and provide lubricants to tissues, consequently
preventing cell damages induced through various physical stresses (Romagnoli &
Belmontesi, 2008). HA shows also inhibitory effects against a range of bacterial and
fungal species as well as antiviral activity (Iannittia, Bingölc, Rottignib & Palmierib,
2013). Moreover, HA is responsible for the regulation of cell adhesion, cell migration and
cell proliferation (Fakhari & Berkland, 2013). It plays also an important role in cartilage
matrix stabilization (Pitarresi et al, 2007). HA was first isolated by an American scientist
Karl Meyer and his assistant in 1934 from the vitreous body of

cows’ eyes (Fakhari &

Berkland, 2013 ; Simoni et al, 2002) and Later, it was extracted from bovine vitreous
humor. The current source of HA powder is extracted from rooster comb or by bacterial
bio-fermentation. Efforts have been focused on producing high yields of HA from
genetically modified bacteria (Streptococcus) with low costly methods (Schanté, Zuber,
Herlin, & Vandammea, 2011).
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1.2 Applications of HA
As reported, commercial HA is biocompatible and it possesses properties similar
of that in human tissues. These properties have allowed HA to be used in different
biomedical applications. In 1942, Endre Balazes was the first man who used HA in a
commercial purpose as a substitute for egg white in bakery products

(Fakhari &

Berkland, 2013). However, over last two decades, HA has become a material of great
importance in modern medicine and it has been widely employed in tissue engineering
and cosmetic surgery (Liu et al., 2007 ; Kenne et al., 20). Here, we describe the most
common applications of HA in medicine and cosmetic fields.
1.2.1.1 Medicine
HA-based hydrogels have been widely used in tissue engineering because they
provide three-dimensional scaffolds which allow nutrients and cellular waste to be
diffused through it (Hoffman,2002). Treatment of osteoarthritis is a major biomedical
application of HA, where the viscoelastic properties of synovial fluid decrease as a result
of reduced HA molecular weight and concentration caused by aging (Arrich et al, 2005).
After aging or damage, synovial fluid cannot provide the required viscoelastic response
to various external stimuli allowing the development of cartilages contact and increasing
wear of joint surface, so HA has been accepted as a common therapy for reducing this
pain (Fakhari & Berkland, 2013). On the other hand, Hyaluronic acid has been studied as
an ophthalmic material in eye surgery including corneal transplantation, glaucoma,
cataract surgery and surgery to repair retinal detachment (Ruckmani et al, 2013 ;
Limberg, McCaa, Kissling, & Kaufman, 1987) . HA could promote corneal epithelial,
and improve function and integrity of superficial corneal cells (Yokoi, Komuro, Nishida
& Kinoshita, 1997 ). HA is widely used as an eye lubricant and a viscoelastic to raise
intraocular pressure (Holzer, 2001). Based on HA properties in the intraocular lens and
water swelling, Beek, Jones and Sheardown suggested in their study that HA containing
materials may have significant potential for use in contact lens applications (Beek, Jones
& Sheardown, 2007).
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Recently, the HA-based hydrogels have been used in drug delivery (Eenschooten
et al., 2012). The HA drug carriers overcome the limitation of other polymeric carriers
which are not biodegradable or do not have potential drug loading. The drugs can be
easily loaded into the matrices of HA-based hydrogels and then released at a rate
dependent on hydrogel properties and in vivo degradation rate. The HA-based hydrogels
can also be tailored to control the release profile of the entrapped therapeutic
macromolecules.
1.1.3.2 Cosmetic
In cosmetic, the HA-based hydrogels have been increasingly used as anti-aging
products. We mentioned in the ― aims of study ― that most of complications associated
with the application of HA-based hydrogels are thought to be caused by the chemical
cross-linkers. It is known that as early as the third decade of life, the soft tissue structures
of the face start gradually to weaken and skin loses its elasticity associated with wrinkles
and thinning of subcutaneous fat (Sadick, Karcher & Palmisano, 2009). The swelling
properties of hyaluronic acid make it an effective agent for use as injectable fillers to
compensate loss of soft-tissues volume. The HA fillers have become very popular in
correcting facial folds and producing a younger facial appearance. They achieve a
substantial tissue augmentation into the affected skin and remain swollen in tissue for
longer time (Robinson & Aasi, 2011). HA fillers with different types and various crosslinking efficiency are currently available in the market. Physicians select the most
suitable one for skin treatment and in some cases, more than one type can be injected in
layers to achieve substantial results, better elevating and skin visualization. Lips, cheek
and oral region are the most requested areas for tissue augmentation due to their
observable effect by aging process (Sadick, Karcher, & Palmisano, 2009). Full lips,
cheek and perioral region are esthetic features of the younger face and have symbolized
glamour, especially in women. So, elevating these areas by HA fillers, will have a
significant rejuvenation effect (Johl & Burgett, 2006).
Several aspects should be considered when dealing with HA-based dermal fillers
such as: source of HA, HA initial concentration, swelling capacity, stiffness, inclusion of
an anesthetic agent and whether the hydrogel is monophasic (soft continuous matrix) or
08
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biphasic (particles suspended in physiological solution) (Wollina and Goldman, 2013).
The clinical performance of HA filler is largely affected by the aforementioned factors.
HA-hydrogel particles are ranged in diameters from 1 micron to 1000 microns and are
usually mixed with native or free HA solution to provide an easey injection (Allemann &
Baumann, 2008; Beasley et al., 2009). The normal range of total HA concentration
(modified + free HA) used in today HA fillers is between 18 mg/ml and 24 mg/ml.
Higher total HA concentration requires larger needle and greater force for injection.
It is worth noting here, that the physicians should consider the needle and depth at
which the material is implanted in order to achieve a good outcome with the HA fillers
(Cirillo et al, 2008 ; Carruthers et al, 2008). Injection procedure is crucial for obtaining
good results, a number of injection have been reported with two common procedures;
linear threading and serial puncture. The linear threading requires the needle to be
injected along the length of wrinkle line or fold, and a thread containing the HA filler is
introduced as the needle is removed. In the serial puncture, multiple injections of fillers
are administrated close together followed by a massage to ensure equal distribution of the
gel throughout the affected area (Sánchez-Carpintero. Candelas & Ruiz-Rodríguez,
2010). Several HA fillers have been approved by the US Food and Drug administration
(FDA) for the correction of facial wrinkles and folds that include Restylane (Medicis;
Scottsdale, Arizona), Hylaform (INAMED Aesthetics) and Juvéderm (INAMED
Aesthetics) (Raghu & Athre, 2007). The Restylane and Juvéderm are bacteria-derived
fillers, however the Hylaform is derived from rooster combs (Narins & Bowman, 2005).
Since the approval of these fillers, the cosmetic market for hyaluronic acid HA-based
dermal fillers is in continuous and rapid growth. Restylane and Perlane are particulatebased fillers where the particles are formed during the sizing process. These fillers are
widely used for mid -to - deep dermal injection. In contrast, Juvéderm is a non-particulate
and more homogenous filler (Baumann, 2004). It is more indicated for superficial fine
lines and wrinkles.
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1.3 HA cross-linking
HA has been used in various medical and cosmetic application, however, most of
these applications are not addressed with native HA. As stated before, the native HA has
very limited applications, because it does not remain in human body for prolonged
periods due to its in vivo rapid degradation and poor mechanical properties (Liu et al.,
2007; Jeon et al., 2007 ; Pitarresi et al., 2007). As reported, the half-life of native HA in
the skin is longer than 24 hours (Brown, Laurent, & Fraser, 1991). HA is degraded into
monosaccharide by an enzyme called hyaluronidase (Hyal) (Zhong et al, 1994 ;
Lepperdinger, Fehrer, & Reitinger, 2004 ; Coleman & Grover, 2006). This enzyme
cleaves the internal β-N-acetyl glucosaminidic linkages yielding fragments with N- acetyl
–glucosamine at the reducing terminus and glucuronic acid at the non-reducing end
(Zhong et al, 1994). HA can also be degraded in the organism by CD44 cell surface
receptors and the reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Schante, Zuber, Herlin, & Vandamme,
2011). In fact, HA stability forms a crucial part to its utilization in the clinical application
(Serben, Yang, & Prestwish, 2008). Therefore, HA should be stabilized via cross-linking
methods to ensure a longer residence time within the soft tissue after administration into
the body. These methods are of two main parts: chemical and physical cross-linking.

1.3.1 Chemical cross-linking
Chemical cross-linking is a common method used to improve HA mechanical
behavior and prolong its duration. It involves cross-linking different HA chains by
covalent bonds using a chemical cross-linker. The number of cross-linker molecules that
form double links (reacts with HA at both ends) to the number of HA disaccharides units
is expressed by the degree of cross-linking (Edsman et al., 2012). The degree of crosslinking plays an important role in commercializing HA products particularly in the
industry of cosmetic. It is essential to evaluate the degree of cross-linking prior to the
clinical administration. A product with a high degree of cross-linking shows slower
degradation rate, good mechanical properties and higher restoration and correction.
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The degree of cross-linking is sometime used interchangeably with the degree of
modification. However, this is technically incorrect. The degree of modification is the
ratio of cross-linker molecules that form mono- and double links to the number of HA
disaccharides (Kenne et al., 2013). The mono-linked molecules do not form covalent
bonds because they are reacted with the HA chains at one end leaving the other end
pendants. These pendants do not contribute in hydrogel’s strength or resistance against
enzymatic de-polymerization process.The result of chemical cross-linking is a threedimensional HA-hydrogel which could retain water within its cross-linked network, but
does not dissolve in water. Chemically or covalently cross-linked hydrogels are stable
materials and show much higher resistant against enzymatic degradation than native HA
due to the formation of bridges and intermolecular bonds between the HA chains and the
cross-linker. As stated before, various chemical cross-linkers have been employed for HA
cross-linking such as carbodiimide, divinyl sulfone (DVS) and 1,4-butanediol diglycidyl
ether (BDDE). The chemical cross-linking usually targets the carboxylic group (- COOH)
or the hydroxyl group (- OH) of the HA chain structure.
1.3.1.1 (- COOH)
The – COOH group of HA can be modified to form ester bond via alkylation or
reaction with epoxides. Esterification by alkylation (Fig. 1.2 A) uses alkyl halides such as
alkyl bromides or iodides. This reaction was described by (Della Valle & Romeo, 1986),
and it was performed at 30 0C for 12h. Later, (Pelletier et al, 2000) described similar
method but with longer reaction time. Alkylation is performed in DMSO which means
that the native HA has to be first converted into its TBA salt. Epoxide is a cyclic ether
with a three-atom ring. It undergoes a ring-opening reaction and forms ester with HA
polymer through the carboxylic group . A one example of this reaction; the reaction of
HA with glycidyl methacrylate to form methacrylated HA as shown in (Fig. 1.2 B)
(Bencherif et al., 2008 ; Leach, Bivens, Patrick & Schmidt, 2003 ; Pata, Barth, Bencherif
& Washburn, 2010 ; Weng, Gouldstone, We & Chen, 2008). This reaction is performed
in water in the presence of excess triethylamine as a catalyst (Schante, Zuber, Herlin, &
Vandamme, 2011).
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Figure 1. 2 Esterification using alkyl halide (A), the reaction of HA with glycidyl methacrylate to form
methacrylated HA (B) (Schante, Zuber, Herlin, & Vandamme, 2011)

1.3.1.2 (-OH)
Modification targeting (- OH) group in the HA chains is widely employed,
particularly for the development of HA fillers, because it preserves the polyanionic nature
of HA (Allemann & Baumann, 2008 ; Andre, 2004 ; Beasley, Weiss & Weiss, 2009 ;
Falcon & Berg, 2008 ; Gatta et al., 2013; Chug et al., 2011 ; Hwang et al., 2012 ; Ibrahim
et al., 2010 ; Kang et al., 2009 ; Kim et al., 2007 ; Segura et al., 2005 ; Yoon et al., 2011
& Gatta et al., 2013). The chemical reaction between HA and 1,4-butanediol diglycidyl
ether BDDE was first described by (Malson & Lindqvist, 1986), the HA solution was
mixed with BDDE under alkaline conditions and an ether linkage was formed (Fig 1.3).
This reaction involves ―epoxide ring opening‖ process and it is performed in a basic
medium, where the epoxide ring reacts preferentially with the hydroxyl group to form
ether bonds

Figure 1. 3 Ether formation by crosslinking two HA chain with BDDE (Schante, Zuber, Herlin, &
Vandamme, 2011)
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1.3.2 Physical cross-linking
Currently, there has been an increasing interest on physical cross-linking due to
the ease of synthesis and advantage of not using a chemical cross-linker. Physical crosslinking is carried out via various physical methods including formation of complex
coacervation and polymer conformations (Hennink & Nostrum, 2002 ; Gulrez, Al-Assaf
& Phillips, 2011). Complex coacervation can be obtained by binding of two oppositely
charged polymer (polyanion + polycation) driven by electrostatic interactions and form
soluble and insoluble complexes (Fig. 1.4). One example of this binding is coacervating
hyaluronic acid with lysozyme (Water et al., 2014) and also binding of polyanionic
xanthan with polycationic chitosan (Esteban & Severian, 2000). Physical cross-linking
can also be obtained through polymer conformations and entanglements. By increasing
chains entanglements of a soluble polymer, the polymer solubility decreases and a 3 D
network composite is formed with an elastic property. Cross-linked hydrogels may also
be prepared in the presence of a strong acid to induce hydrogen bonds, this involves
replacing the sodium in the polymer with the hydrogen in the acid. An example of
hydrogen bonding, is the intermolecular bonding between polyacrylic acid and
polyethylene oxide (Hoffman, 2002 ; Gulrez, Al-Assaf & Phillips, 2011).

Figure 1. 4 Complex coacervation between a polyanion and a polycation (Gulrez, Al-Assaf & Phillips,
2011)

Despite the advantages of physical cross-linking, this method alone is not enough
for the formation of stiff cross-linked hydrogel. The network interactions of physically
cross-linked hydrogels are reversible and can be disrupted by stress or change in physical
conditions (Rosiak & Yoshii, 1999). They do not show a high resistance against
enzymatic degradation and even they do not retain their 3D network for longer time
particularly when they come in contact with aqueous fluids (Amargier et al., 2006).
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1.4 Cross-linking efficiency
As we stated earlier, the main goal of this work was to enhance cross-linking
efficiency of BDDE-HA hydrogel without increasing BDDE concentration. The crosslinking efficiency describes the total hydrogel’s strength which includes the chemical and
physical cross-linking occurred within the hydrogel’s network. To achieve this goal, our
hypothesis was set on changing method conditions that yielded less pendants formation,
more covalent bonds between HA and BDDE and more HA entanglements. Evaluation of
cross-linking efficiency requires analysis of hydrogel’s properties including degradation
rate, swelling capacity, surface morphology and rheological behavior. Several analytical
instruments were employed to study these properties such as digital balance, high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), UV-Visible spectrophotometer, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and rheometer . Other instruments such as Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR), capillary electrophoresis (CE), electro-spray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) are more
eligible for the confirmation of the occurrence of chemical modification. The Appendix 1
displays an introduction to some analytical instruments employed in this study for the
characterization of HA hydrogels.
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CHAPTER 2
2. Cross-linking hyaluronic acid with BDDE
2.1 Introduction
HA cross-linking refers to a process in which HA chains are chemically bound
with a chemical cross-linker through one of the HA functional groups including
(- OH, - COOH, - NHCOCH3), in order to improve HA’s mechanical properties and
prolong its residence after administration into the body. Due to the importance of crosslinked hydrogel versus linear or native HA in biomedical application, researchers have
developed several synthetic routes based on various characteristics sought, to obtain
hydrogels with more desired effect. In our work,

we modified a reported method

described by (Malson & Lindqvist, 1986) and later improved by (Piron & Tholin, 2002),
for cross-linking HA chains with 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether BDDE. The reaction
was carried out in strong alkaline conditions to form stable ether bonds (De Boulle et al.,
2013). The epoxide groups of BDDE preferentially react with the hydroxyl groups of
HA, because at high pH range, the deprotonated hydroxyls are more predominant than
both anionic carboxylic group and the amide (Kenne et al., 2013).

2.2 Preparation of cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel
2.2.1 Materials
The sodium salt of hyaluronic acid was obtained from Vivatis Pharma (Hamburg,
Germany), with an average molecular weight 1,000,000 Da. For synthesis and
de-polymerization: 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDDE) and hyaluronidase powder
(3000 U/ mg) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co (St. Louis, Missouri, USA). All
other chemicals were of analytical grade, unless otherwise stated.
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2.2.2 Synthesis
A 2.0 % (v/v) cross-linking reagent solution was prepared by adding 200 µl of
BDDE into 9.80 ml of 0.25M NaOH . About 1.20 g of hyaluronic acid HA powder was
added to the mixture and allowed to mix thoroughly at room temperature for 60 min (pH
13), so the HA concentration was 12 % (w/v). The epoxide ring in BDDE opened to form
ether bonds with the HA hydroxyl groups as described in Fig. 1.3. After the reaction is
complete, the mixture was neutralized by adding an equivalent amount of 0.1M HCl to a
pH of approximately 7.0 and then dialyzed against distilled water for 3 days to remove
un-reacted HA fragments and BDDE residue. The resulting product was a transparent gel
(Fig. 2.1 A). The cross-linked hydrogel was then lyophilized using (Labtech freeze-dryer
LFD 5518 model, Daihan Labtech Co); the sample was first frozen at – 80 oC in an ultralow temperature freezer (MDF-U3386S, SANYO Electric Co. Japan) for 4 h to ensure
complete freezing and then sublimed at –50 oC for 24 h under a vacuum of 5 mTorr.
When all free ice was removed, the temperature was raised to 25 oC and the sample was
left for 2 h to remove excess water bound to it (Fig. 2.1 B). Finally, the product was
stored at 8 oC until the characterization studies were carried out. The cross-linked
hydrogel was compared with a native HA polymer to confirm the occurrence of crosslinking process.

Figure 2. 1 Hydrated BDDE-HA hydrogel (A), Lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel (B).
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2.3 Comparison between native and cross-linked HA
2.3.1 Materials
Samples of native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel, enzyme
hyaluronidase (solid powder) with 3000 U/mg. Ehrlich's reagent, phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) and alkaline solution.

2.3.2 Measurements
The resulting cross-linked hydrogel was compared with the native HA solution to
confirm the occurrence of modification process using four analytical techniques.
2.3.2.1 Fourier-transformed infrared (FT-IR) analysis
Portions from native HA solution and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel were
obtained and characterized using Bruker Tensor 37; Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FT-IR) (Ettlingen, Germany). All spectra were recorded between 4000 and
400 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and the data was manipulated using OPUS software.
2.3.2.2 Capillary electrophoresis (CE)
Equivalent portions from native HA solution and cross-linked BDDE-HA
hydrogel were obtained and dissolved in BTH solution separately. The two extracts were
filtered, degassed and then moved into capillary electrophoresis vials. The analysis was
performed using a Hewlett-Packard CE system (Waldbronn, Germany) at 50 mbar
pressure and 22 kV separation potential for 10 min. Analysis was performed in normal
polarity mode with hydrodynamic injection and the analytes were detected by direct
ultraviolet (UV) absorbance at 194 nm. A buffer solution at 50 mM concentration was
prepared by dissolving 5.0 g sodium tetraborate Na2B4O7 (Mw= 201.22 g/mole) in
distilled water and filled up to 500 ml. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 and measured by a pH
meter.
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2.3.2.3 Electro-spray ionization mass spectrometry ESI-MS
Known amounts of native HA and cross-linked hydrogel were obtained and
treated with hyaluronidase for 4 h digestion. The resulting solutions were centrifuged and
the supernatant in each container was collected and then diluted 1: 50 in purified water.
Electro-spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) measurements were carried out
using the Quattro Premier XE mass spectrometer instrument Q-MS (Waters Corporation,
Manchester, UK). The hydrogels extracts were introduced into the instrument through
direct infusion using a syringe pump and the experimental conditions were set as follow:
capillary voltage 4.0 kV, con voltage (voltage of sampling cone to ionize and direct ions
to the mass analyzer) 30 V, dissolvation temperature 150 0C and source temperature
100 0C. The full scan mass spectra from m/z 200-2000 were acquired in negative
ionization mode with a scan speed of 1 s per scan.
2.3.2.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
Portions from lyophilized native HA and the cross-linked hydrogel were taken
and digested with hyaluronidase solution placed in separate containers. The extracts were
filtered via 45 µm Watmaan paper and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 min. The
supernatants were removed then re-lyophilized to afford white foam. The 1H NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz (Zurich, Switzerland) operating at a
frequency of 600 MHz.

2.3.3 Results and discussion
2.3.3.1 FTIR
The FTIR spectra (Figures 2.2 & 2.3) revealed three characteristic peaks that
confirmed the successful modification of the native HA ; peak 1 at 3343 cm-1 observed in
native HA and cross-linked hydrogel, peak 2 at 2900 cm-1 observed in cross-linked
hydrogel and relatively in native HA. Peak 3 at 1300 cm-1 observed in the cross-linked
hydrogel. Peak 1 was assigned to the hydroxyl group whereas peaks 2 and 3 represented
the C- H stretching and ether linkage respectively. As stated, at high pH values or above
the pKa value of the hydroxyl groups, the hydroxyl groups become almost deprotonated.
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The deprotonated hydroxyls groups are stronger nucleophiles than both the
carboxylic group and the amide. Hence, the epoxide groups of BDDE react preferentially
with the hydroxyl groups of HA to form stable ether bonds (Schanté et al. 2011).
Theoretically, there are two epoxide groups in BDDE and four alcohols reactive sites per
unit of HA. The relative preference of epoxide group to react with hydroxyl groups
depends on reaction conditions. Under alkaline conditions, the BDDE molecules target
the reactive hydroxyl groups in native HA to form ether bonds. When two (– OH) groups
in two adjacent HA chains are covalently blocked with BDDE epoxides, the total – OH
will decrease. This means that the total (– OH) amount decreases when HA is subject to a
chemical modification reaction, subsequently appears with a smaller downward peak than
non-modified HA.

Figure 2. 2 FTIR spectra of lyophilized native HA obtained at 25 0C. The spectra demonstrates large - OH
downward peak at 3343 cm-1.

Figure 2. 3 FTIR spectra of cross-linked HA obtained at 25 0C. The spectra demonstrates smaller - OH
downward peak at 3343 cm-1 and a distinct peak at 2900 cm-1
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Finally, the FTIR data confirmed the occurrence of chemical modification with
the BDDE molecules. The hydroxyl band group of native HA was larger than its
counterpart in the cross-linked hydrogel.
2.3.3.2 Capillary electrophoresis (CE)
Based on CE results, the hyaluronic acid showed negative electrophoretic
mobility in the direction of cathode. However, due to the hydrodynamic sizes or the
(charge to mass) ratios of HA fragments, their separation under CE conditions became
difficult. The electrophoretic mobility of HA fragments yielded a single broad peak or a
group of overlapping peaks at 5.788 min as shown in figure 2.4 . The method conditions
including viscosity, electro-osmotic flow (EOF), voltage across the capillary,
temperature, fragments concentrations, phosphate buffer and the pH of buffer; all have a
significant impact on CE separation.

Figure 2. 4 CE electropherogram of native HA fragments obtained by enzymatic digestion

In contrast, the fragments of BDDE-HA hydrogel, had more chance to be
separated by CE than native HA. The electropherogram of cross-linked hydrogel (Fig
2.5) revealed several small peaks that were not found in native HA. The enzymatic
digestion is likely to break down the BDDE-HA network into fragments with different
hydrodynamics sizes which produced different masses and migrated at different rates.
These data confirmed the occurrence of modification process and so, they proved that HA
chains had been chemically modified with BDDE molecules.
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The CE is a powerful technique to separate glycosaminoglycan-derived
oligosaccharides, however, for the quantification of cross-linked HA fragments, it
requires an extensive preparation procedure.

Figure 2. 5 CE electropherogram of cross-linked BDDE-HA fragments obtained by enzymatic digestion

2.3.3.3 ESI-MS
The bovine testicular hyaluronidase was used to digest known quantities of native
HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel. Extracts were qualitatively analyzed by
electro-spray ionization mass spectrometry ESI-MS using direct infusion. Fig. 2.6
displays MS spectra of native HA oligomers generated by the enzymatic digestion,
whereas Fig. 2.7 displays the MS spectra of cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel generated
under similar conditions. The ESI-MS technique could clearly distinguish the native HA
and cross-linked ion species and relatively exhibited different mapping spectra. The MS
spectrum of cross-linked hydrogel showed no identical peaks with its counterpart
spectrum of HA. The oligosaccharides of cross-linked hydrogel exhibited a different
charge state distribution profile suggesting that the BDDE-HA had undergone a
successful modification. The results showed various oligosaccharide fragments with
different relative intensities and chain length ranged from the basic unit of hyaluronic
acid to a greater than 16-mers. In general, the ions observed in native HA and crosslinked hydrogel were singly and multiply charged ions corresponding to the disaccharide
oligomer of hyaluronic acid.
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Figure 2. 6 The ESI-MS profiles of native HA obtained by direct infusion at 4.0 kV capillary voltage

Figure 2. 7 The ESI-MS profiles of cross-linked HA-BDDE hydrogel obtained by direct infusion at 4.0 kV
capillary voltage

According to the data, some small and large peaks that commonly represent the
disaccharide unit of hyaluronic acid are clearly observed in native HA, but not in the
cross-linked hydrogel, particularly at the lower range of MS spectrum. These peaks
confirmed the occurrence of chemical modification. For instance, The mass peak
observed at m/z 396 in native HA spectra is attributed to the disaccharide unit and a water
molecule ([GlcUA – GlcNAc] + H2O ). Also, the peak at m/z 192.8 which further showed a
fragment at m/z 176 after losing a water molecule and the peak at m/z 201.89 appeared in
native HA were assigned for glucoronic acid (GlcA) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine
(GlcNAc – H2O) respectively.
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On the other hand, the triply charged peak [ M-3H]2- at m/z 510.01 and the doubly
charged peak at m/z 575.97 were also observed in native HA but not in the cross-linked
hydrogel. In our experiment, some oligosaccharides were easily defined and they were in
good agreement with the theoretical ion species of HA degradation products. However,
some oligosaccharides were difficult to be assigned due to the fragmentation and
collisional activation which are usually seen during the ESI-MS analysis. The enzyme
cleaves the 1,4-linkages between N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) and glucoronic acid
(GlcA) yielding oligomers with N-acetyl-D-glucosamine at the reducing terminal and
unsaturated uronic acid (ΔUA) at the non-reducing terminal (even-numbered
oligosaccharides) and fragments with uronic acid UA at both the reducing and nonreducing terminal (odd-numbered oligosaccharides). Table 2.1 displays fragmentation
pattern of even and odd-numbered oligomers obtained from native HA, while table 2.2
displays fragmentation pattern of even and odd-numbered oligomers obtained from the
cross-linked hydrogels.
Based on the results, most of native HA oligomers were observed at lower mass
range and became more abundant at m/z below 900. This was due to high degradation
rate of native HA which had a very low resistance toward enzymatic digestion. In
contrast, the cross-linked oligomers generally appeared to have higher mass ranges where
BDDE can slow down the enzymatic degradation. However, detailed analysis of crosslinked oligosaccharides or estimating the total degree of modification by ESI-MS is still
challenging due to the viscoelastic properties and complex mixture of larger
oligosaccharides generated by hyaluronidase . (Kenne et al., 2013). Additionally, we
observed in our method, that the resulting oligomers were greatly influenced by method
conditions and mass spectrometric parameters. For example, any change in cone voltage
or dissolvation temperature produces different fragmentation pattern. The (appendix 2)
demonstrates the MS spectrum of disaccharide unite and the extended range of native and
cross-linked hydrogel up to 2000 m/z .
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Table 2. 1 Possible oligomers of native HA hydrogel formed after 4h digestion with hyaluronidase and
detected by direct infusion, ESI-MS at 30 v con voltage .

Observed m/z

Charge

Possible oligomer

192.80
201.89
378.04
396.02
471.89
510.01
575.97
1135.9
1894

-1
-1
-1
-1
-4
-3
-2
-1
-1

GlcA
GlcNAc
2 mer
2 mer + H2O
10 mer
8 mer + H2O
6 mer + H2O
6 mer
10 mer

Table 2. 2 Possible oligomers of cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel formed after 4h digestion with
hyaluronidase and detected by direct infusion, ESI-MS at 30 v con voltage .BDDE = mono-linked, BDDE*
= cross-linked

Observed m/z

Charge

Possible oligomer

571.7
651.53
668.27
703.95
717.49
960
1010.31
1018.08
1077.21
1197
1223.87
1338
1338.9
1428
1515.25
1527.48
1919.9

-3
-3
-2
-3
-4
-2
-3
-3
-3
-1
-2
-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-1

8-mer-BDDE*
8-mer-2BDDE
6-mer-BDDE*
10-mer-BDDE
14-mer-BDDE
8-mer-2BDDE*
16-mer-BDDE
14-mer-2BDDE*
16-mer-BDDE*
4-mer-2BDDE
13-mer
6-mer-BDDE*
12-mer-2BDDE*
14-mer-BDDE*
16-mer-BDDE
14-mer-2BDDE*
8-mer-2BDDE*

2.3.3.4 NMR
According to the NMR spectra, two interesting peaks were considered; peak (1)
represented the acetyl glucosamine N-CH3 at about 1.9 ppm in native HA and crosslinked hydrogel.
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Peak (2) represented the – (CH2) for BDDE at about 1.5 ppm in the cross-linked
hydrogel which suggested chemical modification in HA polymer. Fig. 2.8 shows the
NMR spectra of HA native, while Fig 2.9 represents the spectra of cross-linked hydrogel.

Figure 2. 8 NMR spectra of lyophilized native HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C.

Figure 2. 9 NMR spectra of lyophilized BDDE- HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C

Integration of the signal at 1.5 ppm (BDDE) with respect to the signal at 1.9 ppm
(N-CH3) gives an approximation of the total degree of modification occurred within HA
chains. The degree of modification was found to be 3.4%, this value corresponded to the
amount of BDDE linked with HA.
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In fact, this degree of modification was far less than the theoretical degree of
modification which was supposed to equal 30 % based on molar ratio. This explained that
the amount of BDDE mixed with HA was not completely consumed in the chemical
reaction. NMR is a powerful technique for studying the relationship between the crosslinker concentration and the degree of modification. It is widely employed to confirm the
occurrence of chemical modification or estimate the total degree of modification. In a
separate work, we validated this relationship by preparing four HA hydrogels crosslinked with different BDDE concentrations: 0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75% and 1.0% (v/v). The
(appendix 3) concludes the results and show how the degree of modification was
increased with the increase of BDDE concentration.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel was prepared according to a
reported method with a little modification. The cross-linking reaction was performed in a
strong alkaline medium and allowed to stand for 60 min at pH 13 and 25 oC. The crosslinked hydrogel was compared with a native HA solution using FTIR, CE, ESI-MS and
NMR, the result confirmed the occurrence of cross-linking process. The FTIR proved that
the total amount of (– OH) in the cross-linked hydrogel was less than in native HA. The
native HA had a slight different migration time from the cross-linked hydrogel with less
separated fragments than the cross-linked hydrogel. The ESI-MS could relatively
discriminate the native HA spectrum from the cross-linked HA spectrum. NMR was
more characteristic for confirmation of the modification process by showing a distinctive
peak at 1.5 ppm for BDDE. Furthermore, integration of BDDE signal to the (N-CH3)
signal in the NMR spectra allowed the estimation of the total degree of modification.
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CHAPTER 3
3. Evaluation of in-vitro degradation rate of cross-linked
BDDE-HA hydrogel.
3.1 Introduction
Evaluation of the degradation rates of cross-linked hydrogels has become one of
most important considerations in the market and forms a key factor to the cross-linking
efficiency. Durability or resistance toward enzymatic reaction can make the hydrogel a
unique material. So, the development of reliable analytical methods for assessing such
ability is fundamental. Although most currently available commercial HA fillers are
cross-linked with BDDE, there are a few of analytical methods described in literature to
follow-up the in-vitro degradation rate. The majority of reported methods included
change in viscosity, change in water content, and colorimetric assay (carbazol reaction)
for the liberated glucuronic acid (Sall & Fe´rard, 2007). These methods are timeconsuming, less accurate and all of them are substantially employed to test the sensitivity
of native HA to the reaction of hyaluronidase. Therefore, prior to working on method
conditions, we dedicated this chapter to compare three different analytical methods
(chromatographic, colorimetric and gravimetric) for the evaluation of in-vitro degradation
rate of HA-based hydrogels.
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3.2 Development of (chromatographic, colorimetric and
gravimetric) methods to quantify the in-vitro degradation rate
3.2.1 Material
Sodium salt of HA was donated from Vivatis Pharma. BDDE reagent and
hyaluronidase powder (3000 U/ mg) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.Ehrlich's
reagent, phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and alkaline solutions were prepared in the
laboratory.

3.2.2 Synthesis
Nine hydrogels X1- X9 were synthesized according to (Malson & Lindqvist, 1986;
Piron & Tholin, 2002) using 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BDDE) as a chemical
cross-linker. All cross-linked hydrogels were lyophilized and kept in the fridge until the
in-vitro degradation tests were performed. The hydrogels X1, X2 and X3 were assigned for
HPLC method, X4, X5 and X6 for UV-Visible spectroscopy method and X7, X8 and X9 for
weight loss method.

3.2.3 Measurements
3.2.3.1 Chromatographic method
The lyophilized hydrogels X1, X2 and X3 were swollen in distilled water and left
overnight to reach their equilibrium states. Three samples X1A, X2A, and X3A equivalent
in weight (5.0 g per each) were cut from the swollen hydrogels and placed in separate
containers. Each sample was mixed with 500µl of hyaluronidase BTH solution (specific
activity of 300 units per milliliter) and incubated at 37 0C. After 24h, the reactions were
stopped by boiling for 10 min and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 min to separate the
extract from the solid part. The three extracts were then diluted with purified water up to
the mark in 100 ml volumetric flasks. Another three samples X1B, X2B, and X3B
equivalent in weight (5.0 g per each) were cut from the swollen hydrogels and kept with
hyaluronidase (BTH) under same conditions until complete digestion had occurred.
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The contents of NAG in liquid extracts of all samples X1A, X2A, X3A, X1B, X2B,
and X3B were quantified by HPLC (Agilent 1220 infinity, Waldbronn, Germany)
equipped with a built-in auto-sampler and diode-array detector. The stationary phase was
C18 end-capped column (100cm x 2mm) with 5 µm particle size from (knauer, Berlin,
Germany). Different compositions of mobile phase were initially tested to obtain best
signals and robust method. Finally the mobile phase composed of two solutions A: 96%
(water 96% + acetonitrile 4%), B: methanol 4%.
The column was first equilibrated with the mobile phase and the analysis was
performed in isocratic mode with an injection volume of 2 µl and a flow rate of 0.4
ml/min. The wavelength was set up at 195 nm and the run time of the method was 10
min. Quantification was carried out against series of standard solutions prepared by
enzymatic digestion of non-cross-linked hyaluronic acid and treated in the same manner
of cross-linked hydrogels. The concentrations of standards ranged between 20 and 300
µg/ml and they were all prepared in 100 ml volumetric flasks. The degradation rates of
the three hydrogels X1, X2 and X3 were then evaluated by calculating the relative
difference (%) of NAG found in the extracts released after one day enzymatic digestion
(samples A) to the total amount of NAG found in the extracts released after complete
digestion (sample B). Finally, an average degradation rate of the three hydrogels was
obtained with 95% confidence interval.
3.2.3.2 Colorimetric method
A colorimetric method for the quantification of NAG in sugars was developed by
(Morgan & Elson, 1934) who described that the heated medium of NAG could produce
reddish-purple color after addition of acetic acid and p-dimethyl amino- benzaldehyde
acidified with hydrochloric acid (Ehrlish's reagent). They showed that under certain
conditions the NAG found in the extract can be converted into oxazole derivative which
are condensed by Ehrlich's reagent giving the perceptible color. In our work, the greatest
color intensity per 1 ml of NAG solution was achieved when the reaction was carried out
in a solution containing 0.25M Na2CO3 and boiled for 1 min. Boiling for more than 1 min
led to the destruction of glucosamine and produced less color intensity.
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Regarding the glacial acetic acid, the final color intensity could be developed if
the volume of this solvent was approximately six-fold larger than the volume of NAG
solution. By using this proportion, the method was sensitive and the amount of NAG as
small as 0.001g found in the extract was possible to be detected. The lyophilized
hydrogels X4, X5 and X6 were swollen in distilled water until reached their equilibrium
states. In analogy to the HPLC method, two samples A and B equivalent in weight (5.0 g
per each) were cut from each hydrogel and placed in separate test tubes. Each sample was
treated with 500µl of bovine testicular hyaluronidase BTH (activity of 300 U/ml) at 37C0.
The reactions of samples A were stopped after 24 h, while the reactions of samples B
were left until complete digestion. All liquid extracts were further purified through
centrifugation and then transferred into 10 ml volumetric flasks and diluted up to the
mark.
Nine standard solutions ranging from 20 µg /ml to 400 µg/ml were prepared by
enzymatic digestion of native HA and kept also in 10 ml volumetric flasks. For UV
spectroscopy analysis, 1.0 ml from each standard solution and samples X4A, X5A, X6A,
X4B, X5B, and X6B was withdrawn and mixed with 0.1 ml of 0.25 M sodium carbonate.
Each mixture was boiled for 1 min in a water bath to produce the oxazole derivative.
Approximately 6.0 ml of glacial acetic acid was then added to each mixture followed by
1.0 ml of Ehrlich's reagent. All mixtures were then stirred on a vortex mixer and then
allowed to cool until a violet color developed in each container. The most of colors
reached their maximum intensity in 16-20 min. A plank sample was prepared with the
glacial acetic acid and Ehrlich's reagent.
The content of NAG was then quantified in each sample by a single beam UVVisible spectrophotometer (Spekol 1500, Analytik, jena, Germany) and the absorbance
was recorded at 585 nm. Similarly, the degradation rates of the hydrogels X 4, X5 and X6
were evaluated by calculating the relative difference (%) of NAG found in samples A
extracts to the total amount of NAG found in samples B extracts. Finally, an average
degradation rate of the three hydrogels was obtained with 95% confidence interval.
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3.2.3.3 Gravimetric method
The commonly reported method (weight loss method) was employed in our study
to evaluate the degradation rates of the hydrogels X7, X8 and X9. The lyophilized
hydrogels X7, X8 and X9 were swollen in distilled water until reached their equilibrium
states. A sample weighed 5.0 g was cut from each swollen hydrogel and incubated with
hyaluronidase BTH (activity of 300 U/ml) at 37 oC for 24 h. The degradation rate of each
hydrogel was evaluated due to the change in hydrogel weight before and after enzymatic
incubation and calculated in accordance with the following equation:

Where W0 is the original weight of the swollen hydrogel at equilibrium state and
Wr is the remaining weight after one day enzymatic digestion. An average degradation
rate of the three hydrogels was obtained with 95% confidence interval.

3.2.4 Statistics
Statistical analysis for significance between the three methods (HPLC, UVVisible, and Wight loss) was performed by means of Student's t-test, assuming unequal
variance and one-way ANOVA.

Value of P < 0.05 was statistically considered

significant.

3.2.5 Results
3.2.5.1 High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
The HPLC measurements showed broad peaks for all standard solutions and
samples A and B of the three hydrogels X1, X2 and X3. Fig.3.1 displays representative
chromatograms of NAG for two samples extracts; X1A after one-day enzymatic digestion
and X1B after complete digestion, (all HPLC results are shown in appendix 4). The
chromatograms of standards solutions and the calibration curve are demonstrated in Fig.
3.2 a & b.
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Figure 3. 1 Chromatograms of (NAG) for: X1 A after one-day enzymatic digestion (a) and X1 B after
complete digestion (b)
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Figure 3. 2 Chromatograms of standard solutions at 195 nm (a) and the calibration curve of series standard
solutions at 195 nm (b)

The linear equation y= 5.0981x+72.026 was obtained from the calibration curve
where y was the measured absorption and x was the concentration of HA (µg /ml). The
correlation coefficient R2 was 0.9984. The equation was employed to quantify the
amounts of N-acetyl glucosamine NAG in samples A and samples B of X1, X2, and X3.
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Differences between the amounts of NAG found in samples A and samples B
were relatively used to evaluate the number of cleavages of glycosidic bonds per unit
time which corresponds to the degradation rates of the three hydrogels per one day. The
degradation rates of the three hydrogels X1, X2, and X3 are demonstrated in table 3.1.
Table 3. 1 Degradation rates of samples (X1, X2, and X3) obtained from HPLC method. The average
degradation rate with 95% confidence interval equaled to 62.6% ±12.3 (w/w)

Sample

Amount of (NAG) in

Amount of (NAG) in

Degradation rate

samples (A) extracts.

samples (B) extracts

(A /B) X 100

X1

18.5 mg

29.8 mg

62%

X2

14.7 mg

25.4 mg

57.9%

X3

20.0 mg

29.5 mg

67.8%

The limit of detection (LOD) was estimated as the three times the standard
deviation of y-residuals divided by the slope of the regression line, and found as
6.4 µg/ ml. Recovery was identified as the ratio of the content of the total NAG
measured after complete enzymatic digestion to the theoretical content found in
original sample weight (5.0g) of swollen hydrogel. The HPLC achieved
recoveries of 91.0 %, 73.2% and 82.2% for hydrogels X1, X2 and X3 respectively.
3.2.5.2 UV-Vis spectrophotometer
The colorimetric method was performed for samples A and B of hydrogels X4, X5
and X6 by the UV-Visible spectrophotometer at 585 nm. The analysis was carried out
when the violet color reached its maximum intensity and confirmed that no more violet
color was produced by addition of Ehrlich's reagent. Fig.3.3 illustrates the violet color
developed by Ehrlich's reagent in the extract of samples X4A and X4B. The color gradient
of standard solutions developed by Ehrlich's reagent and the calibration curve are
illustrated in Fig.3.4 a & b. (For more details about colorimetric method, refer to
appendix 5)
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Figure 3. 3 The violet color developed by Ehrlich's reagent in samples: X4 A after one-day enzymatic
digestion (left) and X4 B after complete enzymatic digestion (right)

Figure 3. 4 Color gradient of standards developed by Ehrlich's reagent (a) and the calibration curve of
standards solutions prepared under similar treatment of digestion (b).
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A linear equation y= 0.001 x-0.0031 was also obtained from the calibration curve
with a correlation coefficient R2of 0.9995. The linear equation was employed to quantify
the amounts of NAG produced after one-day enzymatic digestion in samples A and after
complete digestion in samples B. The degradation rates of the three hydrogels X4, X5 and
X6 were then evaluated by calculating the percentage of NAG in samples A to the total
amounts of NAG in samples B. Table 3.2 demonstrates the degradation rates of X4, X5
and X6 and their average value:
Table 3. 2 Degradation rates of samples X4, X5, and X6 obtained from the colorimetric method.
The average degradation rate with 95% confidence interval equaled to 63..3% ±13.9 (w/w)

Sample

Amount of (NAG) in

Amount of (NAG) in

Degradation rate

samples (A) extracts.

samples (B) extracts

(A /B) X 100

X4

17.8 mg

27.3 mg

65.2 %

X5

16.4 mg

28.7 mg

57.0 %

X6

17.4mg

25.7 mg

67.7 %

The limit of detection was also evaluated in accordance with y-residuals of the
regression line and found to be 5.4 µg/ ml. The method recovery was varied at 75.4% for
X4, 94.2% for X5, and 79.7 % for X6.
3.2.5.3 Weight loss
The degradation rates of hydrogels X7, X8, and X9 were calculated in term of the
percentage of weight loss over one-day enzymatic digestion by hyaluronidase. The results
are shown in table 3.3.
Table 3. 3 Degradation rates of samples X7, X8, and X9 obtained from the weight loss method. The average
degradation rate with 95% confidence interval = 73..4% ±5.7 (w/w)

Sample

Initial

Remaining weight

Weight

Degradation rate =

weight

after one-day

lost

(weight lost) /(Initial

enzymatic digestion

weight) x 100%

X7

5.0 g

1.2 g

3.8 g

76%

X8

5.0 g

1.37 g

3.63 g

72.6%

X9

5.0 g

1.42 g

3.58 g

71.6%
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3.2.6 Discussion
The chromatographic measurements showed only a single large peak which is
possibly attributed to the variation in hydrodynamic radius of HA fragments. However,
the HPLC method proved its reliability and reproducibility for quantification of the total
amount of N-acetyl glucosamine NAG in cross-linked hydrogels. A nine-point calibration
curve was constructed by plotting peak areas vs. concentrations of standards having
correlation coefficient R2 of 0.998. A linear response was obtained for injections between
20µg/ml to 300 µg/ ml. The average degradation rates obtained from the HPLC method
was 62.6% ±12.3 w/w. Similarly, the colorimetric method was as reproducible as HPLC
method. It could quantify the total amount of N-acetyl glucosamine in the cross-linked
hydrogels with an average degradation rate of 63.3±13.9 w/w. The colorimetric method
showed also a good linearity R2=0.9995 within a wide range concentrations of hyaluronic
acid (20 µg /ml to 400µg/ml). On other hand, the weight loss method showed a higher
degradation rate and a lower confidence interval 73.4% ± 5.7 w/w. This high rate was
probably due to some error associated when sample quantity and balance were
considered. A portion of remaining solid could also be lost during sample treatment
process (e.g. digestion, filtration or drying steps) and that led to a higher degradation rate
value. Fig.3.5 shows a column chart with error bars of the average degradation rates
obtained from the three analytical methods:

Figure 3. 5 Average degradation rates obtained from the three analytical methods with the 95% confidence
interval
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In general, the 95% confidence intervals around the average degradation rates of
the three methods were large and showed high uncertainly. These results could be due to
the insufficient sample size (n=3) used for each method or to the spatial inhomogeneity of
the network in each hydrogel. Despite the controlled parameters over the course of
synthesis and purification, hydrogels can be subjected to various environmental
conditions or any external stimuli and they always exhibit an inhomogeneous cross-link
density distribution. The irregular distribution of cross-linking density throughout the
hydrogel explains the existence of some regions with more or less rich in cross-linking
density. This factor can dramatically affect the hydrogel strength and its degradation rate.
This behavior is probably interpreted as some samples were cut from a higher polymer
concentration (densely cross-linked region) and some from a lower polymer
concentration (loosely cross-linked region). According to the analysis of one-way
ANOVA test, the degradation rate obtained from the conventional gravimetric method
was significantly different from the degradation rates obtained from the chromatographic
and colorimetric methods (P ˂ 0.05, n=3). Although the colorimetric method does appear
to have a slightly higher average degradation rate than the chromatographic method and
even lower detection limit, a t-test was applied and showed that there was no significant
difference between the rates of the two methods. The large confidence interval of
chromatographic method %R.S.D = 7.27 and colorimetric method % R.S.D of 8.84
compared to the gravimetric method % R.S.D of 3.13 could be explained to the higher
sensitivity of HPLC and UV-Visible spectrophotometer for detecting the NAG groups.
The significant advantage of the HPLC and colorimetric methods developed in our work
was that the two methods worked efficiently with all HA-BDDE fragments generated by
hyaluronidase regardless their sizes or molecular weights. The two methods were also
able to detect very low amount of HA-BDDE fragments obtained after one-day
enzymatic digestion with hyaluronidase. Finally, although that RP-HPLC method proved
its reliability and reproducibility for quantification of NAG in BDDE-HA hydrogels, the
application of chromatographic method in the evaluation of the degradation rate of
hydrogels with various degrees of cross-linking becomes tedious and more challenging,
particularly, if the degradation test is held in different days or intervals.
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The physicochemical properties of HA and the digestion process could also affect
resolution, separation and retention time. If the stationary phase becomes saturated or
blocked over the course of analysis, that will lead to a variation in the retention time. The
retention time also experiences a drift with increased HA content. As the amount of HA
fragments increases, they stay longer in the column and thus, has a slower retention time.
Due to the silanol groups found in silica or the chemical interaction between the polar
mobile phase and non-polar stationary phase, the native HA and cross-linked HA are
mostly eluted with peak tailing. The strongly acidic silanol groups work as cationexchange sites for ionized bases of HA fragments. Chromatograms of this phenomenon
are demonstrated in detail in the (appendix 4). In contrast, the colorimetric method
exhibits simplicity and less time-consuming. In term of cost, the colorimetric method was
also less expensive and did not introduce chemicals with the exception of Ehrlich's
reagent. Therefore, we selected the colorimetric method in our work for the quantification
of the amount of NAG content in the non-digested fraction of all prepared hydrogels. The
results of colorimetric method, standard solutions and recovery are all demonstrated in
(appendix 5).

3.4 Conclusion
Evaluation of HA-BDDE degradation rate becomes a criterion for an appropriate
expression for the extent of cross-linking efficiency. In this chapter, three analytical
methods were developed for the evaluation of HA degradation: HPLC, UV-Visible
spectroscopy and weight loss. The results showed that the chromatographic and
colorimetric methods exhibited good linearity and reproducibility with correlation
coefficients R2of 0.998 and 0.9995 respectively. Recoveries were estimated as an average
of the three measurements which yielded 81.0% for HPLC and 83.1% for UV-Visible
spectroscopy. They also showed good detection limits of 6.4µg/ ml for HPLC and 5.4 µg/
ml for UV-Visible respectively. To sum up, the chromatographic and colorimetric
methods were both reliable for quantification of NAG content. However due to simplicity
and sensitivity of the colorimetric method, we selected the colorimetric method for the
evaluation of in-vitro degradation for all prepared BDDE-HA hydrogels in our study.
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CHAPTER 4
4. Reaction time, pH and temperature
4.1 Introduction
Due to the chemical and physical structure of HA, it was hypothesized that the
experimental parameters such as reaction time, pH, and temperature, HA initial
concentration, HA molecular and mixing approach might have potential impacts on
increasing chemical and physical interaction (cross-linking efficiency) between HA and
BDDE. Study of the effect of each experimental factor is very important in order to
determine the most influencing factor on cross-linking efficiency. Enhancement of crosslinking efficiency of HA hydrogel without exploiting further quantities of BDDE needs
sequential studies. The optimum conditions obtained from the former studies are
incorporated in the method conditions of the following studies. In this chapter, we studied
the effect of three significant factors that have a significant correlation with chemical
reaction ; reaction time, pH and temperature.

4.2 Reaction time
4.2.1 Materials
Sodium salt of hyaluronic acid with an average molecular weight 1,000,000 Da.
BDDE, hyaluronidase (solid powder with an activity of 3000 U/mg). Ehrlich's reagent,
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and alkaline solution.

4.2.2 Synthesis
A total of six BDDE-HA hydrogels were prepared by mixing 1.2 g HA with 200
µl BDDE in 10 ml basic solution (pH 13). The solutions were allowed to mix at room
temperature for different reaction times as shown in table 4.1.
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When cross-linking process was complete, the solutions were neutralized with
0.1M HCl. As previously described in section 2.2.2, all hydrogels were then purified by
dialysis tubes, lyophilized and then kept at 8 oC until measurements and characterization.
The cross-linking efficiency of each formed hydrogel was estimated by measuring the
in- vitro degradation rate using the colorimetric method and the swelling ratio.

Table 4. 1 BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at various reaction time
Hydrogel
1
2
3
4
5
6

BDDE con
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)

HA con
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)

pH
13
13
13
13
13
13

Tem

Time

0

30 min

0

1h
2h
4h
8h
24 h

25 C
25 C
25 0C
25 0C
25 0C
25 0C

4.2.3 Measurements
4.2.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Five equivalent samples A, B, C, D and E from each prepared hydrogel were cut
and placed in separate test tubes (the total was 30 samples). Each sample was mixed with
500 µl of hyaluronidase (BTH) with an activity of 300 units /ml in 10 ml phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) solution. Samples ―A‖ were kept for one day of treatment whereas samples
― B, C and D ‖ were treated for 2, 3 and 4 days respectively. Samples ―E‖ were left with
hyaluronidase until complete digestion. The enzymatic reaction was then stopped by
heating each test tube in boiling water for 5 min. The resulting extracts were centrifuged
and the supernatants were transferred into 10 ml volumetric flasks and diluted up to the
mark. Approximately 1.0 ml from each filtrate was mixed with 0.1 ml of 0.25 M sodium
carbonate and then boiled for 1 min in a water bath. Amounts 6:1 of glacial acetic acid
and Ehrlich's reagent were added to the filtrates and left until the violet color was
produced and reached its maximum intensity. The in-vitro degradation rate for each
sample was expressed as the % NAG remaining in the non-digested fraction according to
the following equation:
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Remaining NAG = (CNAG – PNAG) / CNAG x 100% ……………….Eq. 4.1
Where CNAG represents NAG content after complete degradation while PNAG
represents NAG content after first, second, third and fourth day of treatment.
4.2.3.2 Swelling ratio
Swelling measurements were carried out through gravimetric method using
4-decimal point analytical balance from Adam Equipment Inc. (USA). Equivalent
aliquots from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and immersed in distilled water and
phosphate buffer saline (PBS). The samples were allowed to swell until equilibrium state
and then removed, excess of water was removed by absorption paper. The samples were
then re-weighed and the equilibrium weight swelling ratio was calculated as following:
Swelling ratio (g/g) = Ws / Wd ………………………… Eq.4.2
Where Ws is the weight of swollen-sample at equilibrium state and Wd is the weight of
initial lyophilized sample.

4.2.4 Statistics
Each analysis was carried out at least three times and the results were analyzed by
ANOVA single factor and Student's t-test. Significance was accepted with P < 0.05. The
results were expressed as mean ± 95% confidence interval.

4.2.5 Results and discussion
4.2.5.1 In-vitro degradation rate
The (appendix 6.1) summarizes the amount of NAG remaining in the solid parts
of the cross-linked hydrogels after incubating with hyaluronidase for four consecutive
days. The results revealed that the reaction time had a noticeable effect on the
degradation rate of hydrogels prepared at duration less than 2 h. However, hydrogels
prepared at reaction times longer than 2 h showed no significant difference (P > 0.05,
N=3).
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This meant that, the chemical modification lasting for more than 2 h did not
enhance cross-linking efficiency, and so generated hydrogels with similar resistance
toward enzymatic digestion. Based on these data, we could hypothesize that the crosslinking reaction between HA chains and BDDE molecules was completed at a time
equaled approximately 2 h. The fast degradation rate observed with the hydrogels
prepared in 30 min and 1 h, particularly on the first two days indicated that their reaction
times were not long enough to construct effective cross-linked networks. Fig. 4.1 shows
the degradation profiles of hydrogels prepared at different reaction times.

Figure 4. 1 Degradation profiles of BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different reaction time, plotted as a
function of time with the 95% confidence interval

4.2.5.2 Swelling ratio
Swelling ratio is a fundamental feature characterizing cross-linked HA hydrogel
where it forms one of the most important factor for the biomaterials used in medical
application. The water-absorption ability forms a basic requirement in soft tissue
augmentation and dermal fillers. Regardless of reaction duration, all hydrogels showed a
remarkable affinity towards water. The (appendix 7.1) lists swelling ratios of all crosslinked hydrogels in distilled water and phosphate buffer saline (PBS).The amount of
water contents absorbed by hydrogels prepared at reaction time (2h, 4h, 8h and 24h) in
distilled water were statistically not different (ANOVA test, P= 0.30, N=3).
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The average swelling ratios of hydrogel with 30 min (154 ±15.5

g/g) and

hydrogel with 1h (145 ± 4.9 g/g) differed significantly from the average swelling ratio of
hydrogel with 2h (136 ± 8.0), P= 0.006. It was evident that with short periods of
reaction, a low densely cross-linked network was formed. The 30 min and 1 h reaction
times were not enough to allow BDDE molecules to diffuse during chemical reaction or
mix thoroughly with HA chains, so they yielded hydrogels with larger pores than did the
longer reaction times. In fact, lower cross-linking means more water is absorbed into the
hydrogel network, subsequently higher swelling ratio is obtained. On the other hand, the
swelling ratios of BDDE-HA hydrogels in PBS were lower than their swelling in distilled
water pointing out to the influence of ionic strength of buffer. The values of swelling
ratios in PBS appeared also with no significant difference among each other, except the
hydrogel with 30 min reaction time which showed a higher swelling value at 135 ± 8.6
g/g than all hydrogels. In general, the results of swelling ratios were in good agreement
with the results of in-vitro degradation rates. Both measurements suggested that
modifying HA (12.0 % w/v) with BDDE (2.0 % v/v) produced less efficient cross-linked
hydrogel if it was proceeded in less than 2 h. Fig. 4.2 represents a bar graph of swelling
ratios of cross-linked hydrogels in distilled water and PBS.

Figure 4. 2 A bar graph represents swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
with 95% confidence intervals prepared at different reaction times .
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4.3 pH
4.3.1 Materials
{As stated in section 4.2.1}

4.3.2 Synthesis
Four BDDE-HA hydrogels were prepared by mixing 1.2 g HA with 200 µl BDDE
solution. The hydrogels were prepared at different pH range; three of them in basic
medium and one in acidic medium as illustrated in table 4.2. The solutions were allowed
to mix at room temperature for 2 h. As previously described, all hydrogels were then
neutralized, purified by dialysis tubes, lyophilized and then kept at 8

o

C until

measurements and characterization. The cross-linking efficiency of each formed hydrogel
was estimated by measuring the in-vitro degradation rate using the colorimetric method
and the swelling ratio.
Table 4. 2 BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at various pH number
Hydrogel

BDDE con

HA con

pH

Tem

Time

1

2.0 % (v/v)

12 % (w/v)

13

25 0C

2h

2
3
4

2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)

12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)

11
9
3

0

25 C
25 0C
25 0C

2h
2h
2h

4.3.3 Measurements
4.3.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and incubated with
hyaluronidase in PBS solution for different intervals: 1, 2, 3 and 4 days. The enzymatic
reactions were then stopped by heating each solution in boiling water for 5 min. The
amount of N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) found in each extract was quantified using the
colorimetric method. The degradation rates of all samples were plotted as a function of
time using the equation 4.1 described in section 4.2.3.1
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4.3.3.2 Swelling ratio
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were immersed in distilled water
and phosphate buffer saline (PBS) until equilibrium state. Measurements were carried out
as described in section 4.2.3.2.

4.3.4 Statistics
{As stated in section 4.2.4 }

4.3.5 Results and discussion
4.3.5.1 In-vitro degradation rate
The average amounts of NAG remained in the non-digested parts of cross-linked
hydrogels prepared at different pH numbers are shown in the (appendix 6.2). According
to the results, hydrogel degradability was increased with the decrease of pH with the
exception of hydrogel 4 (pH 3) that showed a higher resistance against enzymatic
digestion than hydrogel 2 (pH 11) or hydrogel 3 (pH 9). The reason beyond this could be
referred to the reactive groups involved in the chemical reaction. At very strong basic
conditions, the cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel worked as an inhibitor for the enzyme
attack, because most of hydroxyls or the reactive groups are chemically blocked, thus the
testicular hyaluronidase failed to cleave the ether linkage. On the other hand, the
carboxylic group of glucuronic acid in the HA backbone acts as an activation centre for
hyaluronidase attack. However, this centre could be blocked, if modification reaction was
performed in acedic condition due to the formation of ester bonds between HA chains
and BDDE molecules. Fig. 4.3 displays the degradation profiles of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different pH medium.
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Figure 4. 3 Degradation profiles of BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different pH number, plotted as a
function of time with the 95% confidence interval

4.3.5.2 Swelling ratio
The (appendix 7.2) demonstrates the swelling ratios of formed hydrogels
prepared at different pH (13, 11, 9 & 3). Based on the results, the pH medium had also a
noticeable influence on swelling ratios of the cross-linked hydrogels. It was shown that
the hydrogel prepared at a very strong basic medium produced a high efficient crosslinked network, subsequently absorbed less water than those prepared at lower range.
However, the chemical modification occurred at low pH or acidic reaction medium
(pH 3) increased the formation of cross-linked network and relatively exhibited a lower
swelling ability than the chemical modifications occurred at pH 9 or pH 11 reaction
medium. Swelling of hydrogels in PBS provided a further evidence for the influence of
pH in the cross-linking efficiency. Due to the effect of ionic strength, the hydrogels
absorbed lower amounts of water and each hydrogel expanded to a lower extent than its
expansion in distilled water. These data clearly supported the data of in-vitro degradation
rates, the cross-linking efficiency was decreased with the decrease of pH number in the
basic range. Fig 4.4 shows a bar graph for the swelling ratios of formed hydrogels in
distilled water and PBS.
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Figure 4. 4 A bar graph represents swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
with 95% confidence intervals prepared at different pH number .

4.4 Temperature.
4.4.1 Materials
{As stated in section 4.2.1}

4.4.2 Synthesis
Six BDDE-HA hydrogels were prepared by mixing 1.2 g HA with 200 µl BDDE
in10 ml basic solutions (pH 13). The solutions were allowed to mix for 2 h at different
temperatures as demonstrated in table 4.3. As previously described, all hydrogels were
then neutralized, purified by dialysis tubes, lyophilized and then kept at 8 0C until
measurements and characterization. The cross-linking efficiency was also evaluated by
measuring the in-vitro degradation and swelling ratio.
Table 4. 3 BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at various temperature
Hydrogel

BDDE con

HA con

pH

Tem

Time

1

2.0 % (v/v)

12 % (w/v)

13

25 0C

2h

2
3
4
5
6

2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)
2.0 % (v/v)

12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
12 % (w/v)
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13
13
13
13
13

0

30 C
35 0C
40 0C
45 0C
50 0C

2h
2h
2h
2h
2h
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4.4.3 Measurements
4.4.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and incubated with
hyaluronidase solution for different intervals: 1, 2, 3 and 4 days. The enzymatic reactions
were then stopped by heating each solution in boiling water for 5 min. The amount of Nacetyl glucosamine (NAG) found in each extract was quantified using the colorimetric
method. The degradation rates of all samples were plotted as a function of time using the
equation 4.1 described in section 4.2.3.1
4.4.3.2 Swelling ratio
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were immersed in distilled water
and phosphate buffer saline (PBS) until equilibrium state. Measurements were carried out
as described in section 4.2.3.2.

4.4.4 Statistics
{As stated in section 4.2.4 }

4.4.5 Results and discussion
4.4.5.1 In-vitro degradation rate
The effect of temperature on hydrogel’s resistance against enzymatic
decomposition was investigated. Within the entire range of tested temperatures, none of
cross-linked hydrogels showed complete degradation. Generally, the results showed that
the degradation rate was decreased with the increase of temperature from 25 oC to 40 oC
and then increased at 45 oC with no significant difference. The hydrogel prepared at
temperature above 45 oC exhibited lower resistance towards hyaluronidase and appeared
to degrade much faster than hydrogels prepared at lower temperature. The slowest
degradation rate was observed for hydrogel prepared at 40 oC with an average remaining
NAG at 65.9 % ± 4.6 on the first day of incubation followed by the hydrogel prepared at
35 oC which showed an average remaining NAG at 65.2 % ± 4.7.
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It was noted that the NAG content in the non-digested fraction was increased by
almost 1- 4 % for every 5 oC increase in the temperature from hydrogel 1 to hydrogel 4.
Possible reason for this: by increasing the temperature, the HA chains move faster and
entangle more frequently, subsequently more conformation and entanglements are
formed. The effect of increased temperature may also lead to a more collision between
HA chains and BDDE molecules that enhance the occurrence of chemical modification.
However, this theory does not apply at all reactions, reactions exposed to a very high
temperature (e.g. 45 oC and 50 oC) could form mass agglomerate or lead to irregular
distribution of cross-linking density. The hydrogel scaffold will then show less restriction
towards hyaluronidase invasion. Fig. 4.5 displays a graph showing the degradation
profiles of the hydrogels prepared at different temperature. The (appendix 6.3) illustrates
the remaining NAG amounts of all these hydrogels.

Figure 4. 5 Degradation profiles of BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different temperature, plotted as a
function of time with the 95% confidence interval

4.4.5.2 Swelling ratio
The swelling capacity of formed hydrogels was slightly decreased with the
increase of reaction temperature from 25 oC to 45 oC and then showed a rapid decrease at
50 oC. All hydrogels showed a lower water absorption ability in PBS than in distilled
water with more effective ionic strength on hydrogel prepared at 50 oC.
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In general, the swelling ratios were ranged from a maximum value observed at
139 ± 4.9 g/g in water and 128 ± 3.8 g/g in PBS for the hydrogel 1 and a minimum value
observed at 120 ± 11.7 g/g in water and 112 ± 7.5 g/g in PBS for the hydrogel 6.
Excluding the swelling ratios of hydrogels 5 and 6, the results of swelling ratios were
consistent with the results of degradation rates and confirmed that the cross-linking
efficiency was increasing with the increase of temperature, and thus higher tightness and
strength (lower degradation rate and swelling) were exhibited. As illustrated in the
(appendix 7.3), the swelling ability was decreased by almost 2.0 % corresponding to the
5.0 % increase in the temperature of reaction medium. Moreover, the inconsistent values
observed between the swelling ratio and degradation rate of hydrogels 5 and 6 were not
correlated to the cross-linking efficiency rather than the network collapse or loss of
hydration that probably hardened the polymer matrix. Therefore despite their rapid
degradation, particularly the hydrogel with 50 oC, they showed lower ability of swelling.
Furthermore, the 95% confidence intervals observed around the average swelling ratio of
hydrogel 6 was very large compared to the other hydrogel, this high uncertainty level
reflected some inhomogeneity or rigidity occurred within hydrogel matrix during the
chemical modification. Fig.4.6 demonstrates a bar graph of the swelling ratios of crosslinked BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different temperature.

Figure 4. 6 A bar graph represents swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
with 95% confidence intervals prepared at different temperature.
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4.5 Conclusion
A series of HA hydrogels cross-linked with BDDE were prepared at different
reaction time, pH and temperature. The in-vitro degradation profile and swelling ratio
were measured to evaluate the cross-liking efficiency of each cross-linked hydrogel. The
results revealed that by increasing the reaction time from 30 min to 2 h, the cross-linking
efficiency increased (slower degradation rate and lower swelling ability). The chemical
reaction lasted more than 2 h, produced hydrogels with no significant effect on hydrogel
degradation or swelling capacity. The hydrogels prepared at different pH showed also
different cross-linking efficiency. By decreasing the pH from 13 to 9, the cross-linking
efficiency declined. However if the chemical reaction was performed in acidic medium
(pH 3), a more efficient cross-linked network than those obtained with pH 9 and pH 11
was observed. The temperature had also a noticeable effect on cross-linking efficiency of
BDDE-HA hydrogels. Roughly the temperature ranged between 25 0C and 45 0C formed
an ideal heated medium for cross-linking reaction, the 40 0C was probably the most ideal.
Based on above conclusion, we adopted the following method conditions on our
subsequent works: reaction time 2h, pH > 12 and temperature 40 0C.
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CHAPTER 5
5. HA initial concentration
5.1 Introduction
As we stated earlier, there has been an increasing demand for HA-based
hydrogels that offer advantages of lower chemical cross-linker. However, synthesis of
hydrogels utilizing both low amount of chemical cross-linker and high efficient cross-link
is complicated and challenging. So in this chapter we aimed to explore the effect of HA
initial concentration on cross-linking efficiency of BDDE-HA hydrogel. HA initial
concentration is different from the total HA concentration expressed by the
manufacturers. The total HA concentration usually includes the initial HA concentration
bound with the cross-linker and free HA solution which is added after chemical
modification to facilitate the extrusion through fine-bore needles (Kablik et al. 2009).
This free HA is easily metabolized and does not remain within hydrogel’s matrix. The
HA initial concentration represents the starting amount of HA powder involved in the gel
formation process.

5.2 HA initial concentration
5.2.1 Materials
{As stated in section 4.2.1}

5.2.2 Synthesis
A total of eight cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels were prepared by mixing 0.7,
0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 g of HA powder with 10 ml basic solution (0.25M
NaOH) containing 200 µl (2.0 % v/v) of BDDE.
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So, the added quantities of HA formed various initial concentrations equaled to
7.0 %, 8.0 %, 9.0 %, 10.0 %, 11.0 %, 12.0 %, 13.0 %, and 14.0 % (w/v) respectively.
Each mixture was allowed to mix thoroughly for 2h at 40 oC and then neutralized by
adding equivalent amounts of 0.1M HCl to a pH of approximately 7.0. As previously
described, all hydrogels were then purified by dialysis tubes, lyophilized and then kept at
8 oC until measurements and characterization. The cross-linking efficiencies of formed
hydrogels were estimated by measuring the in-vitro degradation rate using the
colorimetric method, the swelling ratio using gravimetrical balance, surface morphology
using scanning electron microscope (SEM).

5.2.3 Measurements
5.2.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and incubated with
hyaluronidase in PBS solution for different intervals: 1, 2, 3 and 4 days. The enzymatic
reactions were then stopped by heating each solution in boiling water for 5 min. The
amount of N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) found in each extract was quantified using the
colorimetric method. The degradation rates of all samples were plotted as a function of
time using the equation 4.1 described in section 4.2.3.1.
5.2.3.2 Swelling ratio.
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were obtained and immersed in
distilled water and phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH = 7.4). The samples were left to
reach their equilibrium states and then removed, excess water was gently dried by
absorption paper. Measurements were carried out as described in section 4.2.3.2.
5.2.3.3 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The morphologies of cross-linked hydrogels were investigated by scanning
electron microscope (SEM) from JEOL (Tokyo, Japan). Initially, the lyophilized samples
were coated with platinum using an ion sputter prior to visualization process. The SEM
was adjusted to obtain images in the Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI) mode with a
voltage of 10 kV. All images were captured at similar conditions and magnification.
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5.2.4 Statistics
{As stated in section 4.2.4 }

5.2.5 Results
5.2.5.1 In-vitro degradation tests
The (Appendix 6.4) displays the values of the in-vitro degradation rates of formed
hydrogels with 95% confidence interval for four days incubating with hyaluronidase. Fig.
5.1 shows a graph comparing their degradation profiles over the period of treatment.

Figure 5. 1 Degradation profiles of BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different HA concentrations, plotted
as a function of time with the 95% confidence interval

The results verified that HA initial concentration had a substantial effect on
hydrogel degradation during enzymatic incubation. A noticeable decline in the
degradation rate was observed with the increasing of HA concentration from BDDE-HA
hydrogel prepared at 7.0 % HA initial concentration to the hydrogel prepared at 10.0 %
HA initial concentration. A slight increase in the degradation rate was then observed from
the 10.0 % HA hydrogel to the hydrogel prepared at 14.0 % HA initial concentration.
According to these data, the degradation rate was inversely proportional to the HA initial
concentration to a certain level which was 10.0 % w/v in our experiments, and then
showed a relatively opposite effect.
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This meant, that the 10.0 % HA exhibited an ideal level of HA initial
concentration corresponding to 2.0 % (v/v) BDDE solution. Statistically, the degradation
rates of hydrogels containing low HA concentration (7.0 % 8.0 %) and high HA
concentration (13.0 % and 14.0 %) showed a significant difference (p < 0.05, n=3,
ANOVA test) from the degradation rate of the 10.0 % HA hydrogel for four days
incubating with hyaluronidase. However, the degradation rates of hydrogels prepared at
moderate HA initial concentration (9.0 %, 11.0 % and 12.0 % ) did not differ
significantly from the degradation rate of 10.0 % HA hydrogel except on last day for the
11.0 % and 12.0 % HA hydrogels and on the first two days for the 9.0 % HA hydrogel.
As a comparison, the 10.0 % HA hydrogel exhibited much higher resistance against the
action of enzyme than did hydrogels prepared at the lowest (7.0 %) or the highest (14.0
%) HA initial concentration, particularly on the first day of treatment. Approximately
two-third of the 10.0 % HA hydrogel original NAG content (68.4% ± 1.8) remained
unreleased in the dry mass after one day compared to the 7.0 % or 14.0 % HA hydrogels
which showed NAG remaining percentages of approximately (55.5 ± 5.7) and (63.9 ±
2.0) respectively. Furthermore, the 7.0 % and 14.0 % HA hydrogels appeared to have lost
more than 80 % of their NAG contents within the whole period of treatment in
comparison to the 10.0 % HA hydrogel which lost approximately 75 % after similar
period.
5.2.5.2 Swelling ratio
The results of welling ratios are shown in (appendix 7.4) with the 95 %
confidence interval, a bar graph is displayed in Fig 5.2 comparing the swelling ratios of
formed hydrogels in distilled water and phosphate buffer saline (PBS). The results of the
swelling ratios were in good agreement with the results of the in-vitro degradation tests
and the 10.0 % HA-based hydrogel proved the most stable hydrogel. The results
confirmed that the swelling ratios of tested hydrogels in distilled water and PBS were
inversely correlated with the HA initial concentration from the 7.0 % HA hydrogel to the
10.0 % HA hydrogel. Pattern was then changed and the swelling ratio was steadily
increased with the increase of HA concentration until the 14.0 % HA hydrogel.
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The hydrogels prepared at low (7.0 % and 8.0 %) and high (13.0 % and 14.0 %)
HA initial concentration differed significantly from the 10.0 % HA hydrogel. The
hydrogels with moderate HA: 9.0 %, 11.0 % and 12.0 % HA swelled to extents close to
that reached by 10.0 % HA hydrogel in distilled water, however, in phosphate buffer
saline (PBS), they showed different water-absorption ability. Generally, the data of
swelling ratios were ranged from maximum values at 137 ± 7.4 g/g in distilled water and
127 ± 6.2 g/g in PBS reached by the 14.0 % HA hydrogel to minimum values at 129 ±
3.2 g/g in distilled water and 116 ± 2.4 g/g in PBS reached by the 10.0 % HA hydrogel.

Figure 5. 2 A bar graph represents swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
with 95% confidence intervals prepared at different HA concentration

5.2.5.3 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The SEM images of the tested hydrogels showed different morphologies and
pores-size distribution. Hydrogels with moderate HA initial concentration exhibited
better network interconnection than hydrogels with low or high HA initial concentrations.
The hydrogels with moderate HA initial concentration appeared with dense surface
structures. In contrast, the low and high HA hydrogels showed less cross-linking density
and appeared with some collapses occurred probably during the freeze-drying process.
The hydrogels with moderate HA had also narrower pores-size distribution.
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For instance, the 10.0 % HA hydrogel showed a pores-size distribution ranged in
diameter from less than 50 µm to approximately 300 µm compared to the low or high HA
hydrogels which showed much wider distribution ranges. Furthermore, the hydrogels
with moderate HA were more homogenous and showed more regular porous networks.
Fig.5.3 illustrates SEM surface images of lyophilized hydrogels captured at similar
(x100) magnification parameter using the Secondary Electron Imaging (SEI).

Figure 5. 3 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 7.0 % HA initial concentration

Figure 5. 4 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 8.0 % HA initial concentration
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Figure 5. 5 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 9.0 % HA initial concentration

Figure 5. 6 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 10.0 % HA initial concentration

Figure 5. 7 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 11.0 % HA initial concentration
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Figure 5. 8 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 12.0 % HA initial concentration

Figure 5. 9 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 13.0 % HA initial concentration

Figure 5. 10 SEM image for lyophilized BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 14.0 % HA initial concentration
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5.2.6 Discussion
As mentioned earlier, HA cross-linking is crucial for providing a chemical shield
against decomposition acted by hyaluronidase and producing HA-based hydrogels with
longer residence. The faster release of NAG fragments (low cross-linking efficiency)
observed with the hydrogels of low HA initial concentration was more likely attributed to
the insufficient quantity of HA to form covalent bridges with BDDE molecules. In
contrast, the slower release of NAG fragments (high cross-linking efficiency) with the
moderate HA hydrogels was resulted from an adequate abundance of HA chains within
their network matrices. It was evident, that incorporation of a larger HA content in the
reaction medium resulted in a more exposure of HA chains to BDDE molecules, thus
more covalently ether bonds were formed. The bovine testicular hyaluronidase failed then
to cleave such linkages. By increasing HA concentration, the distance between HA chains
become even shorter and the probability of BDDE molecules to bind with HA chains
becomes larger. This phenomenon could also be assigned to the physical cross-linking
occurred between polymer chains as a resultant of increased HA contents. As stated, HA
is a linear polymer, however, in solution it shows extensive intermolecular hydrogen
bonding that induce distinctive secondary (helical) and tertiary (coiled coil) interactions
(Prestwish et al. 1998; Scott et al. 1989). At high HA concentration, the chains show greater
entanglements and self-association of HA random coils in solution which relatively work
as an enzyme-attack inhibitor. The larger HA concentration, the larger quantity of HA
―monomer unit‖ available in the reaction medium, subsequently higher tendency of HA
chains to entangle. Furthermore, studies suggest that the hydrogel stiffness may be
affected by the HA viscoelasticity; a rheological characteristic depending also on HA
concentration and chains cross-linking (measurements were not carried out in this
chapter). The hydrogen bonding between adjacent chains occur electrostatic repulsion
between the carboxylic groups, subsequently the HA network is stiffened (Fakhari and
Berkland 2013; Necas et al. 2008; Vejlens 1971). Although the occurrence of physical

cross-linking as opposed to the chemical cross-linking is not entirely clear during the
synthetic method, the HA concentration is postulated to play a significant role in the
HA-HA polymer interconnection.
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However, if HA initial concentration has exceeded moderate level, the crosslinking efficiency weakens and the hydrogels start to degrade faster. Possible reason for
this; the excess amount of HA in reaction medium will lack the BDDE molecules and
form viscous aggregates. High HA concentration may restrict reaction movement or
prevent HA powder to disperse thoroughly within the reagent solution. In addition, it may
lead to inhomogeneity or irregular distribution of cross-linking density throughout
hydrogel matrix, subsequently, different densely regions are generated. In our
experiments, the solutions exposed to high HA content (13.0 % and 14.0 % HA) were
more viscous and had slower gelation reaction than those mixed with moderate HA
content. The results of swelling ratios supported the results of in-vitro degradation rates.
All tested hydrogels showed remarkable affinities towards water and swelled to various
extents depending on their cross-linking efficiencies. Due to the effect of ionic strength,
the hydrogels in PBS expanded to lower extents than their expansions in distilled water.
Generally, it has been described that, the increase of cross-linking results in decrease
water content (Cardoso et al. 2014). The cross-linking efficiency usually determines the
overall swelling of cross-linked hydrogel and penetration depth of water into hydrogel
matrix, so it has a significant influence on the equilibrium state between extension and
retraction forces. Comparing to the swelling ratios of low and high HA hydrogels, the
hydrogels prepared at moderate HA initial concentration (9.0 % - 12.0 %) showed a
limitation on the extent to which they could swell due to the large formation of chemical
cross-linkages between HA chains and BDDE molecules, subsequently they could not
preserve a good water up-take ability. Moreover, the larger HA-HA entanglements
occurred in the moderate HA hydrogels were proposed to contribute on the elastic
network retraction force that oppose additional swelling and thus show less swelling
capacity. As shown in SEM images, the moderate HA hydrogels appeared more rigid and
cohesive throughout their surface sections. They showed continuous network structures
with pores being very small and more regularly distributed, these small pores allowed the
polymer matrix to swell to lower ranges.
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The hydrogels with low or high HA initial concentration did not show good
morphology and appeared with softer surface microstructures, particularly the low HA
hydrogels. They had weak scaffolds and large pores allowing more water to be absorbed
into the hydrogels matrices, subsequently higher swelling ratios were obtained.
Furthermore, the low and high HA hydrogels were less homogenous and their crosslinking densities were irregularity distributed, such inhomogeneity weakens the network
structure of cross-linked hydrogel and contributes in the rise of swelling capacity. The
high uncertainty level or wider 95% confidence intervals observed around the average
swelling ratios of the 7.0 % , 13.0 % and 14.0 % HA hydrogels verified this conclusion.
In fact, hydrogels with moderate initial HA concentration were more homogenous and
more thoroughly mixed during gelation process.

5.3 Conclusion
This chapter was aimed to study the potential effect of (HA) initial concentration
on cross-linking efficiency of BDDE-HA hydrogel. The results revealed that the BDDEHA hydrogels prepared at moderate-HA initial concentrations (9.0 – 12.0 %) exhibited
higher resistance against enzymatic digestion and lower swelling ratios than those
prepared at either low (7.0 %, 8.0%) or high (13.0% and 14.0 %) HA concentrations. For
four days incubating with hyaluronidase, the 10.0 % HA hydrogel showed the slowest
degradation rate with a significant difference (P < 0.05, t-test) to the degradation rates of
11.0 % and 12.0 % HA hydrogels on the fourth day and to the degradation rate of 9.0 %
HA hydrogel on the first two days. The swelling ratio of 10.0 % HA hydrogel was
significantly different with the swelling ratios of 9.0 %, 11.0 % and 12.0 % HA hydrogels
in phosphate buffer saline PBS. The SEM images showed different morphologies and
pore-size distribution within the entire range of tested HA concentrations. The moderateHA hydrogels, however, were more homogeneous and appeared with narrower pore-size
distribution compared to the low and high-HA hydrogels. The effect of HA initial
concentration was further investigated by FTIR which confirmed that the moderate-HA
hydrogels showed greater chemical modifications. In conclusion, the 10.0 % (1.0g ) HA
initial concentration proved to be the idlest concentration level corresponding to the 2.0
% v/v BDDE and it was selected for the up-coming studies.
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CHAPTER 6
6. HA molecular weight
6.1 Introduction
The HA molecular weight (Mw) is a principle parameter in the synthesis of HA
hydrogels, because it reflects the number of repeating disaccharide units. As stated, the
HA polymer consists of repeating disaccharides units chemically bonded into a long
chain. The term ― average HA molecular weight‖ is usually used to express this chain
length which describes the relative molecular mass of the basic disaccharide and the
number of disaccharide units connected in the chain. Therefore, the objective of this
chapter was to study of the effect of HA molecular weight on the cross-linking efficiency
of BDDE-HA hydrogels using three types of HA molecular weights Mw (100 kDa, 1000
kDa and 2000 kDa).

6.2 HA molecular weight
6.2.1 Materials
Hyaluronic acid with an average molecular weights (100 kDa, 1000 kDa and 2000
kDa). Hyaluronidase (3000 U/mg), BDDE, Ehrlich's reagent, phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) and alkaline solutions.

6.2.2 Synthesis
Three BDDE-HA hydrogels were prepared by mixing 1.0 g HA with 200 µl
BDDE in 10 ml basic solution (pH 13). The hydrogels were prepared from different types
of HA molecular weight (100 kDa, 1000 kDa and 2000 kDa). The solutions were allowed
to stand at 40 oC for 2 h. When reaction was complete, the hydrogels were neutralized by
0.1M HCl and purified using dialysis tubes.
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Finally they were lyophilized and kept at 8 oC for studying purpose. The crosslinking efficiencies were estimated by measuring the in-vitro degradation rate, the
swelling ratio and rheological behavior.

6.2.3 Measurements
6.2.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and incubated with
hyaluronidase solution for different intervals: 1, 2, 3 and 4 days. The enzymatic reactions
were then stopped by heating each solution in boiling water for 5 min. The amount of Nacetyl glucosamine (NAG) found in each extract was quantified using the colorimetric
method. The degradation rates of all samples were plotted as a function of time using the
equation 4.1 described in section 4.2.3.1.
6.2.3.2 Swelling ratio
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were obtained and immersed in
distilled water and phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH = 7.4). The samples were left to
reach their equilibrium states and then removed, excess water was gently dried by
absorption paper. Measurements were carried out as described in section 4.2.3.2.
6.2.3.3 Rheological properties
By varying HA molecular weight, the cross-linked hydrogels show varied
strength and resistsance towards compression applied from surrounding. So the
measurements of rheological properties of prepared hydrogels will give further evidence
about the relationship between HA molecular weight and cross-linking efficiency. The
rheological measurements were performed on oscillatory shear mode to determine the
elastic modulus G' (storage modulus) and the viscous modulus G'' (loss modulus). The
measurements were carried out using ARES rheometer (TA instruments, USA) equipped
with a plate and plate geometry. Initially strain sweep tests were performed at a constant
frequency over strain amplitude ranged between 0.01-100 % in order to determine the
linear viscoelastic region (LVR).
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Small Amplitude Oscillatory Strain (SAOS) tests were then applied to analyze the
storage and loss modulus over a frequency range (0.01-100 s

-1

) at a constant strain

selected within the linear viscoelastic region. (Appendix 1.6 describes the principle of
rheometer and the oscillatory strain test)

6.2.4 Statistics
{As stated in section 4.2.4 }

6.2.5 Results and discussion
6.2.5.1 In-vitro degradation rate
The results of in-vitro degradation rate revealed that the percentage of NAG
remaining in the hydrogel prepared with 2000 kDa HA molecular weight was larger than
the NAG remaining in hydrogels prepared with 100 kDa and 1000 kDa HA molecular
weight except on the third day where the hydrogel with 1000 kDa showed almost similar
NAG content of that observed in the solid fraction of hydrogel with 2000 kDa. These data
presented an evidence that the degradation rate was decreased with the increase of HA
molecular weight. Fig 6.1 displays a graph comparing the degradation rates cross-linked
hydrogels prepared at different HA molecular weight. The graph clearly shows the
influence of HA molecular weight on cross-linked hydrogels.

Figure 6. 1 Degradation profiles of cross-linked hydrogels prepared at different HA molecular weight.
They were plotted as a function of time with the 95% confidence interval
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The influence of HA molecular weight on hydrogel stiffness could be rationalized
to the number of repeating disaccharide units. Longer chain of HA monomer unit (higher
molecular weight) involved in the chemical reaction promoted a larger number of
hydroxyl groups to form ether bonds with BDDE. They also induced more polymerpolymer interactions and less pendants formation. Hydrogels with more chemical and
physical interconnection produce less average mesh-width scaffold, subsequently they
show a good ability to resist the attack of hyaluronidase. The (appendix 6.5) describes the
relationship between the HA molecular weight and hydrogels’ degradation rate.
6.2.5.2 Swelling ratio
The swelling ratio (as shown in Fig. 6.2) was decreased when moving from the
hydrogel prepared with 100 kDa HA molecular weight to the hydrogel prepared with1000
KDa HA molecular weight and then showed a slight increase toward hydrogel prepared
with 2000 kDa in distilled water and PBS. These data were relatively inconsistent with
the in-vitro degradation data and showed less dependence on HA molecular weight. We
stated previously that the hydrogel degradation and swelling ability were largely
correlated with the cross-linking efficiency. The hydrogel synthesized at a high efficient
cross-link showed a slower degradation rate and a lower swelling ability due to the
hydrogel’s stiffness. This inconsistency can probably be assigned to the physical structure
formed in response to the different HA molecular weights or to the number of repeating
disaccharide units rather than the chemical linkage occurred between the BDDE
molecules and – OH groups. Despite the lower average pores-size exhibited by the
hydrogel with a higher HA molecular weight, the longer HA chains had more hydrophilic
sites attached to the hydrogel scaffold, and so more water was supposed to be absorbed.
This probably explained why the hydrogel of 2000 kDa HA molecular weight did not
show a lower swelling ratio in distilled water and PBS than hydrogel of 1000 kDa. In
addition, the BDDE-HA hydrogel with a longer HA chain (2000 kDa) had probably some
free HA fragments that were not released during the dialysis or purifying process. These
trapped fragments did not form a limitation on the extent to which the hydrogel could
swell, instead they contributed in the overall swelling and preserved a good water up-take
ability. The results of swelling ratio are displayed in (appendix 7.5).
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Figure 6. 2 A bar graph represents swelling ratios (g/g) of hydrogels prepared at different HA molecular
weight with the 95% confidence intervals

6.2.5.3 Rheological measurements
The results of rheological measurements proved that the moduli G' and G'' were
increased with the increase of HA molecular weight and became less dependent on the
angular frequency. The storage modulus G' of hydrogel with the highest HA molecular
weight is predominant over the loss modulus G'' during the course of Small Amplitude
Oscillatory Strain (SAOS) test. So, it shows a better viscoelastic property. It is important
to note that the applied shear forces of all oscillation frequency tests felled within the
linear viscoelastic range and that produced consistent data. Results of rheology were in
good agreement with the results of in-vitro degradation rate. Figures (6.3- 6.6)
demonstrate graphs presenting the rheological behavior (storage modulus, loss modulus)
of native HA and cross-linked hydrogels prepared at various HA molecular weight.
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Figure 6. 3Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range
(0.01-100 s-1 ) for native HA 
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Figure 6. 4 Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range
(0.01-100 s-1 ) for cross-linked hydrogel prepared at 100,000 Da HA molecular weight 
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Figure 6. 5Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range
(0.01-100 s-1 ) for cross-linked hydrogel prepared at 1000,000 Da HA molecular weight 
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Figure 6. 6Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range
(0.01-100 s-1 ) for cross-linked hydrogel prepared at 2000,000 Da HA molecular weight 
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Over the course of oscillation test, the native HA did not demonstrate a
viscoelastic property. At lower frequency value, it showed a viscous behavior and at a
very high frequency, it turned into elastic. As shown in figure 6.3, the native HA was a
highly frequency- dependent, because both moduli G' and G'' varied significantly with the
frequency between 0.01 ω (rad/s) and 100 ω (rad/s). In contrast, the cross-linked
hydrogels were not frequency-dependent and showed viscoelastic properties where the
storage modulus was predominant over the whole range of tested frequency. However,
the cross-linked hydrogels experienced dehydrations when the measurements were
carried out at a very low frequency rate particularly the hydrogel with 2000 kDa. Based
on the analysis, the rheological behavior of the hydrogels prepared at 100 kDa (Fig. 6.4)
and 1000 kDa (Fig. 6.5) is relatively similar. On the other hand, The hydrogel prepared at
2000 kDa HA molecular weight (Fig. 6.6) was the stiffest according to enzymatic
degradation test and revealed a higher ability to restore deformation when pressure was
applied. The 2000 kDa hydrogel exhibited the highest G' value (476 Pa) at 1.0 frequency
in comparison to the hydrogel of 100 kDa (80.6 Pa) and the hydrogel of 1000 kDa (99.0
Pa).
By increasing the HA molecular weight, the number of substituted monomers to
the total number of HA monomers is increased and so a larger cross-linked network is
constructed. If the stoichiometric ratio between BDDE and HA is taken into account,
increasing the length of HA chains will lead to the formation of more covalent bonds
between HA and BDDE. The native and cross-linked hydrogels were also evaluated for
their dynamic viscosity in a steady shear mode at 25 oC. All hydrogels showed a shearthinning property; the shear viscosity decreased over the course of frequency sweep test
(Fig. 6.7). This property confirmed the crucial role of HA molecular weight on crosslinking efficiency, because the formed hydrogels showed different shear-thinning
response. The (appendix 8) displays all Excel data of native and cross-linked BDDE-HA
hydrogels.
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Figure 6. 7 Measurements of dynamic viscosity for native HA and cross-linked hydrogels. The shearthinning property was behaved in all cross-linked hydrogels.

6.3 Conclusion
The HA molecular weight showed a remarkable effect on cross-linking efficiency
of BDDE-HA hydrogels. The increase of HA molecular weight led to the increase of
hydrogel stability toward enzymatic digestion. The BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared from
2000,000 Da HA molecular weight showed the slowest degradation rate among tested
hydrogels. The results of swelling ratio did not clearly reflect the effect of HA molecular
weight. As observed, the hydrogel of 2000 kDa HA molecular weight swelled to a higher
extent than the hydrogel of 1000 kDa with no significant difference. The storage modulus
of the hydrogel prepared at (2000 kDa) HA molecular weight was higher than the storage
modulus of hydrogels prepared at lower HA molecular weight. So the (2000 kDa)
hydrogel was more resistant against deformation than the (100 kDa) and (1000 kDa)
hydrogels subjected to the same oscillation frequency test. The native HA was a highly
frequency- dependent compared to the cross-linked hydrogels which exhibited less
frequency-dependence and more viscoelastic properties. Based on above analysis, we
considered the HA molecular weight of 2000 kDa for our next investigation.
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CHAPTER 7
7. Mixing approach
7.1 Introduction
Mixing approach is a very important factor, particularly for heterogeneous
reactions to limit mass loss or minimize impurity-uptake. Mixing of reaction components
may be slow or fast to achieve complete blending or it may require a powered mixer or a
hand mixing. Moreover, thorough mixing is critical to produce a homogenized hydrogel
and increase the yields of physical cross-linking. Such conditions will have a significant
impact on hydrogel properties including stability, swelling and modulus because they
represent the way that HA powder is mixed with the BDDE solution. In this chapter we
studied the effect of two mixing approaches: the large-batch mixing approach and the
small-batches mixing approach. So, two cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels were
synthesized: (hydrogel 1), by mixing the reaction quantities in one container; and
(hydrogel 2), by dividing the reaction quantity into smaller batches at various HA/BDDE
ratios. The results were compared with a native HA solution.

7.2 Mixing approach
7.2.1 Materials
Hyaluronic acid with an average molecular weight 2000 kDa. Hyaluronidase
(3000 U/mg), BDDE, Ehrlich's reagent, phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and alkaline
solutions.

7.2.2 Synthesis
Two cross-linking reagent solutions were prepared by adding 200 µl of 1,4 –
butandiol diglycidyl ether (BDDE) into 9.8 ml of 0.25M NaOH, (pH 13).
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1.0 gram of HA powder was added to one reagent solution and mixed thoroughly
at 40 oC for 2 h and then neutralized with 0.1M HCl to a pH of approximately 7.0. The
resulted hydrogel was labeled with ―hydrogel 1” and the mixing approach was suggested
to be called ― the large-batch mixing approach‖. Similar HA quantity was divided into
smaller batches at different weights; 300 mg, 250 mg, 200 mg, 150 mg and 100 mg.
Each batch was mixed with 2.0 ml of the second reagent solution in separate containers
for 30 min at room temperature. All batches were then combined in one reaction
container and left under continuous mixing at 40 oC for 90 min. The combined mixture
was then neutralized with 0.1M HCl to a pH of approximately 7.0. The resulted hydrogel
was labeled with ― hydrogel 2 ‖ and the mixing approach was suggested to be called ―
the small-batches mixing approach‖. Both solutions were then dialyzed for 2 days against
distilled water to remove BDDE residue and non-reacted HA fragments. Finally the
cross-linked hydrogels were lyophilized and kept at 8 oC until the characterization studies
were carried out. The cross-linking efficiencies were estimated by measuring the in-vitro
degradation rate using the colorimetric method, the swelling ratio using gravimetrical
balance, surface morphology using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and modulus
using rheometer. All hydrogels were analyzed by Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR)
and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) to confirm the occurrence of
modification between HA chains and BDDE molecules. For a comparison purpose, the
cross-linked hydrogels were compared with a native HA polymer.

7.2.3 Measurements
7.2.3.1 In-vitro degradation rate
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were cut and incubated with
hyaluronidase in PBS solution for different intervals: 1, 2, 3 and 4 days. The enzymatic
reactions were then stopped by heating each solution in boiling water for 5 min. The
amount of N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) found in each extract was quantified using the
colorimetric method. The degradation rates of all samples were plotted as a function of
time using the equation 4.1 described in section 4.2.3.1
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7.2.3.2 Swelling ratio
Equivalent portions from cross-linked hydrogels were immersed in distilled water
and phosphate buffer saline (PBS) until equilibrium state. Measurements were carried out
as described in section 4.2.3.2.
7.2.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope SEM
The morphologies of prepared hydrogels were visualized by scanning electron
microscope (SEM) from JEOL (Tokyo, Japan). The lyophilized samples were first coated
with platinum using an ion sputter and then imaged with SEI mode at 10 Kv.
7.2.3.4 Rheological measurements
Rheological measurements were carried out using ARES rheometer (TA
instruments, USA) equipped with a plate and plate geometry. Initially a strain sweep test
was performed to determine the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) and then an oscillatory
test was applied to determine the storage and loss modulus over a frequency range
(0.01-100 s -1) at a constant strain.
7.2.3.5 Fourier-transformed infrared (FT-IR) analysis
Portions from native HA and cross-linked hydrogels were obtained and
characterized using Bruker Tensor 37 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FT-IR
(Ettlingen, Germany). All spectra were recorded between 4000 and 400 cm-1 with a
resolution of 4 cm-1 and the data was manipulated using OPUS software.
7.2.3.6 NMR spectroscopy
Known samples of native and cross-linked hydrogels were mixed with bovine
testicular hyaluronidase (BTH) enzyme solution until complete digestion. The extracts
were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 2 min and then lyophilized. The samples were then
dissolved in D2O and transferred into NMR tubes. The 1H NMR spectroscopy was carried
out on a Bruker 600 MHz (Zurich, Switzerland) instrument operating at a frequency of
600 MHz. The spectra were acquired by Bruker Topspin 3.2 software.
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7.2.4 Statistics
{As stated in section 4.2.4 }

7.2.5 Results and discussion
7.2.5.1 In-vitro degradation test
Although HA hydrogels can be degraded by bovine testicular hyaluronidase
(BTH) enzyme, the cross-linked polymer matrix can slow down enzymatic invasion and
increase duration of hydrogel residence. Fig. 7.1 represents degradation profiles of native
and cross-linked hydrogels for four consecutive days of treatment. As stated, the
degradation rates were evaluated by determining the % NAG remaining in the nondigested fractions as a function of incubation time with the hyaluronidase.

Figure 7. 1 Degradation profiles of native and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels 1 & 2 prepared at
different mixing approaches. Results are expressed as mean ± 95% confidence represented by the error bars
(n=3).

Based on results, the native HA solution and hydrogels 1 and 2 showed different
sensitivities towards enzyme activity, and it was observed that almost 90% of native HA
was lost in the first day of incubation with hyaluronidase compared to hydrogels 1 and 2,
which showed a much higher stability towards enzymatic digestion and lost
approximately 26 % and 24 % respectively of their original content of NAG after a
similar duration.
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Although hydrogels 1 and 2 did not exhibit a significant difference (p > 0.05, ttest, n=3) towards hyaluronidase on the first and second days of incubation, they showed
different degradation on subsequent days. Hydrogel 1 degraded faster than hydrogel 2 on
the third and fourth days, indicating that the polymer matrix of hydrogel 1was relatively
affected by the mixing approach. Hydrogel 2, overall, presented a higher resistance to
enzyme, and approximately one-fourth of its original content of NAG remained after the
course of treatment. In contrast, the remaining NAG of hydrogel 1 was less by almost
5.0%. These data reveal that the mixing approach is critical and leads to a different
degradation profile in cross-linked hydrogels. The small-batches mixing approach
showed a better blending of hydrogel components and seemed to produce a more
homogenized cross-linked matrix.
Although, the two solutions were mixed for the same period, the small-batches
mixing approach allowed HA powder to disperse into the reagent solution in lower
volumes, and different HA / BDDE molar ratios that led to a better movement of solution
components. Each separate mixing step added a distinct feature to the total mixture, so
the small HA batches in hydrogel 2 had a greater chance to bind with BDDE molecules
than did the single lump in hydrogel 1. In addition, the small-batches mixing may play a
crucial role in keeping HA chains close together and form more HA entanglement and
conformation. The HA chains in the hydrogel 2 composite became shorter than those in
hydrogel 1, thus strengthening the overall network. This highly cross-linked network
served as an inhibitor for the enzyme attack. All degradation rate values with uncertainty
intervals are demonstrated in (appendix 6.6).
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7.2.5.2 Swelling measurements

Figure 7. 2 Swelling ratios of cross-liked BDDE-HA hydrogels 1 & 2

The swelling ratios of the cross-linked hydrogels 1 and 2 in distilled water and
phosphate buffer saline are demonstrated in Fig. 7.2. Native HA was excluded because it
showed solubility and did not form a well-defined three-dimensional scaffold. The results
of swelling ratio measurements were in good agreement with the results of the in-vitro
degradation rate. Hydrogels 1 and 2 reached their equilibrium states at different waterabsorption capacity explaining the relative effect of mixing methodology on hydrogel
swelling properties. Swelling ratios of hydrogels 1 and 2 in distilled water showed a
significant difference and reached to maximum average values at 135 ± 7.2 g/g and 130
± 3.8 g/g respectively. However, their swelling ratios in phosphate buffer saline (PBS)
showed no significant difference with average values at 127 ± 10.8 g/g for hydrogel 1
and 123 ± 5.2 g/g for hydrogel 2. On the other hand, it was observed that the extent to
which the cross-linked hydrogels swelled in PBS was less than their swelling in distilled
water pointing out to the influence of ionic strength of buffer. The (appendix 7.6)
displays the swelling ratio of cross-linked hydrogels prepared at different mixing
approach. Based on these findings, a slight change in BDDE-HA synthesis process
including mixing process can alter the chemical and physical properties of HA hydrogels.
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This can be plausibly attributed to the fact that hydrogel 2 formed more physical
entanglements and covalent bonds with BDDE than hydrogel 1 that kept the polymer
chains in close proximity and limited its possibility for swelling. It is also noteworthy
mentioning that incorporation of various HA contents with a fixed level of cross-linking
reagent solution (as happened with hydrogel 2) resulted in various exposures of HA
chains to BDDE molecules. This mixing enhanced formation of efficient cross-links and
led to a more densely cross-linked network, so the hydrogel became stiffer and
subsequently showed a lower swelling ratio. The hydrogel 2 cross-linking efficiency was
also verified by the

narrower 95% confidence interval (n=3) observed around the

average swelling ratios and degradation rates of hydrogel 2 compared to hydrogel 1. The
wide 95% confidence interval usually reflects inhomogeneity and irregular distribution of
BDDE molecules in the reaction mixture forming rich and poor cross-linking density
regions throughout the hydrogel scaffold and that may explain the slight increase in the
uncertainty level of hydrogel 1.
Based on hydrogel degradation and swelling capacity, it is necessary to highlight
that these two significant factors depend basically on the degree of cross-linking which is
of great relevance to in-vivo hydrogel profile. Despite differences between in-vivo and
in-vitro conditions, measurements of the in-vitro hydrogel degradation rate and swelling
ratio are observed to be substantial. It is of large benefit to predict in-vivo performance of
cross-linked hydrogel from in-vitro data. The slower degradation rate of a studied
hydrogel expresses tighter structure, slower erosion rate and better mechanical integrity,
thus it exhibits more robust behavior necessary for tissue growth and long-lasting effect.
On the other hand, the modified hydrogels are highly water-swollen that can swell in
water under biological conditions but do not dissolve in it (Zhu and Marchant, 2011).
This high swelling expresses several features such as low surface tension with
surrounding biological fluids or low mechanical irritation to surrounding tissues and
excellent nutrients diffusion into the gel and cellular waste removal out of the gel (Jeon et
al., 2007). The ability of molecules to diffuse into and out of swollen hydrogels, enable
the use of hydrogels in a variety of biomedical applications including skin augmentation,
regenerative medicine and recently as delivery vehicles of bioactive substances (Satish et
al., 2006).
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Drugs can be easily incorporated into swollen hydrogel matrix and then injected
to the defect site. So fundamental measurements of hydrogel degradation and swelling
ability have become crucial, particularly for drugs diffusion tended to be released in the
living body through matrix swelling or matrix erosion. The mechanism of drug release in
matrix swelling occurs when diffusion of drug is faster than hydrogel swelling while in
surface matrix erosion, the release occurs when the rate of enzymatic degradation is much
faster than the transport of enzyme into the hydrogel (Zarzycki et al., 2010). The success
of a tissue engineering approach is also dependent on the properties of scaffolding
hydrogel (Park et al., 2009), so carrying out such measurements could provide valuable
means of assessing hydrogel erosion and structural integrity outside the organism and
thus it helps developing a tailored scaffold that mimics tissue of native extracellular
matrix. A study showed that the in-vivo erosion of selected hydrogels that degraded by
hydrolytic or enzymatic degradation linearly correlated with the in-vitro erosion (Artzi et
al., 2012).
This correlation enables successful predication of material erosion that can be
extended to monitor material stabilization, cell viability and scaffold fate in tissueengineering formulations. Based on such work, a significant advance in the design of
artificial matrices has been made from a simple scaffold to a more complex dynamic 3dimensional network that supports cell growth, facilitates nutrient transfer and provides
appropriate mechanical and chemical characteristics (Geckil et al., 2010 ). Furthermore,
the in-vitro degradation measurements allow producing materials with a controllable
degradation which is necessary for the in-vivo application. For instance, materials with a
degradation time of 25-day is suitable for burn and skin excision, and with an 8-week
degradation time is suitable for diabetic ulcer or pressure ulcer (Xu et al., 2009).
However, a specific set of physiological conditions need to be established in-vitro to
attain in-vivo correlation because the in-vivo erosion profile is more complex and it is
site-dependent (Artzi et al., 2012).
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7.2.5.3 SEM
Although SEM cannot confirm the presence of ether bond in the cross-linked
hydrogel, it offers unique information about porosity and scaffold interconnection. Fig.
7.3 shows SEM surface images of native HA and cross-linked hydrogels, all images were
obtained at identical magnification conditions (x100, x500, SEI and 10kv). In our results,
the SEM images demonstrated differences in the hydrogel’s microstructure. It was
obvious that the cross-linking process produced a scaffold with larger density and lower
pore sizes. The images of native HA showed a very thin layer and open pores with some
collapse that probably occurred during the freeze-drying process . In contrast, hydrogels 1
and 2 showed rigidity and cross-linked composites. The SEM images of cross-linked
hydrogels exhibited almost identical matrices with relative different porous structures
where hydrogel 2 appeared denser and showed smaller pores size in comparison with
hydrogel 1.
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Figure 7. 3 Morphological structure imaged by SEM using SEI mode (10 Kv) at x100 and x 500 for
lyophilized native HA (A & B), hydrogel 1 (C & D), and hydrogel 2 (E & F)
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7.2.5.4 Rheological measurements
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Figure 7. 4 Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range (0.01-100
s-1) for hydrogel 1 prepared by large-batch mixing approach
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Figure 7. 5 Storage modulus G' and Loss modulus G'' (Pa) versus angular frequency in the range (0.01-100
s-1) for hydrogel 2 prepared by small-batches mixing approach

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the modulus graphs of cross-linked BDDE-HA
hydrogels prepared at different mixing approaches. Both hydrogels experienced a solvent
dehydration at lower frequency. The analysis of rheological data (appendix 8) revealed
that the modulus did not exhibit a noticeable difference between the two hydrogels.
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It was shown that the storage and loss modulus increased slowly with the
increase of angular frequency, this indicated that both hydrogels were not frequencydependent. The elastic modulus was always higher than the viscous modulus over the
whole range of analysis and the two hydrogels showed a shear-thinning and a viscoelastic
property. However, the high storage value observed with the hydrogel 2 reflected its
restitution ability after deformation and relaxation stress. These data confirmed that the
small-batches mixing approach promoted the cross-linking reaction and formed a better
cross-lined network than the large-batch mixing approach.
7.2.5.5 FTIR and NMR
The chemical modification of HA with BDDE was confirmed by FTIR and 1H
NMR analysis (Fig. 7.6). The difference in the FTIR and NMR spectra between native
HA and BDDE-HA hydrogels confirmed that a chemical modification occurred to the
native HA structure. As stated in chapter 2, spectra of FTIR shows three characteristic
peaks: peak 1 at 3343 cm-1 observed in native and cross-linked hydrogel; peak 2 at 2900
cm-1 observed in cross-linked hydrogels and relatively in native HA; peak 3 at 1300 cm-1
observed in the cross-linked hydrogels. Peak 1 was assigned to the hydroxyl group,
whereas peaks 2 and 3 represented the C-H stretching and ether linkage. The peak 1
corresponding to the hydroxyl group appeared with a higher intensity in native HA than
its counterpart peaks in cross-linked hydrogels.
This noticeable decrease explained that under alkaline conditions, the crosslinking reaction targeted one of the reactive hydroxyl groups in native HA and by
increasing the modification process, the total amount of (–OH) decreased. In terms of the
mixing approach, the BDDE molecule blocked a larger amount of (–OH) groups in
hydrogel 2 and more ether bonds were formed in comparison to hydrogel 1. This finding
was consistent with previous analysis and confirmed the efficiency of the small-batches
mixing approach. NMR results revealed a distinctive signal at 1.5 ppm in the cross-linked
BDDE-HA hydrogels which is absent in native HA. This peak represents the (-CH2-)
group of the BDDE molecule.
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The peak at about 1.9 ppm which appeared in native HA and cross-linked
hydrogels could be assigned to the acetyl glucosamine. As we explained in chapter 2,
Integration of the signal at 1.5 ppm with regard to the acetyl glucosamine at 1.9 ppm
gives the number of BDDE molecules linked to HA chains which explains the total
degree of modification occurred in the formed hydrogel. Based on NMR data, the degree
of modification of hydrogels 1 and 2 equaled to about 14% and 24 % respectively.
Commercially available injectable dermal fillers usually exhibit a wide range of degree of
modification depending on purpose of implantation. For instance, lower-modification
hydrogels may be better suited for less-dynamic wrinkles such as lips or periorbital
region, high-modified HA hydrogels are probably better suited to areas where correction
is very important such as nasolabial folds and marionette lines (Kablik et al, 2009).
Examples of HA-based fillers with low HA modification (less than 10 %) include
Juvederm and Restylane (Edsman et al, 2012 ) and products with high HA modification
include Hylaform, and Prevelle that show a degree of modification reaching to 23 %
(Kablik et al, 2009).
The NMR data also supported the previous measurements presenting further
evidence for the occurrence of modification and proved that hydrogel 2 underwent a
higher degree of modification when compared to hydrogel 1. However, it is important to
note that the obtained values of the degree of modification were far less than the
theoretical degree of modification according to molar ratio of HA and BDDE involved in
the chemical reaction, this means that a large portion of BDDE molecules was not bound
with HA chains particularly in hydrogel 1.
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Figure 7. 6 FTIR and 1H NMR spectra for native HA ( A & B), hydrogel 1 (C & D) and hydrogel 2
( E & F)
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The difference between the degrees of modification of hydrogels 1 and 2 was
significantly large (p = 0.004), which was not clearly observed in the in-vitro degradation
rates and swelling measurements. This was probably due to the formation of pendant
groups along with the efficient cross-links in hydrogel 2. As we explained in chapter 1,
pendant modification does not contribute to hydrogel stability and does not produce a
covalently cross-linked network. During the cross-linking reaction, the BDDE reacts with
HA chains at both ends forming the double-linked molecules. However, some portion of
BDDE reacts with HA at one end leaving the other end pendent (mono-linked) or reacted
with water/hydroxide (Kenne et al. 2013). The mechanism of this interaction is mainly
dependent on reaction conditions or relative tendency of epoxides binding with the
hydroxyl groups of HA. The data of NMR describe the total change happened in
hydrogel modification which includes both mono-linked BDDE molecules and those
involved in the actual cross-linkages. Overall, the small-batches mixing approach
produced higher yields of physical and chemical cross-links than the large-batch mixing
approach. Despite the similarities in some results and the formation of pendant, we could
demonstrate that the cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared through the smallbatches mixing approach showed a higher strength and stability against the action of
hyaluronidase than the hydrogel prepared by the large-batch mixing approach.

7.3 Conclusion
In this work, we studied the influence of mixing approach on two cross-linked
BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared by two different mixing approaches; the large-batch
mixing approach in which the hydrogel quantities were all mixed as a single lump in one
container (hydrogel 1), and the small-batches mixing approach in which the hydrogel
quantities were divided into smaller batches, mixed separately at various HA/BDDE
ratios then combined in one reaction mixture (hydrogel 2). The result showed that the
cross-linking reaction was mixing process-dependent. Degradation tests proved that, in
relation to hydrogel 1, hydrogel 2 was more stable, and exhibited a higher resistance
toward hyaluronidase activity.
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The swelling ratio of hydrogel 1 was significantly higher than that of hydrogel 2
in distilled water; however, in phosphate buffer saline, both hydrogels showed no
significant difference. SEM images demonstrated that hydrogel 2 composite showed a
denser network structure and smaller pore-size than hydrogel 1. In comparison to native
HA, the occurrence of chemical modification in the cross-linked hydrogels was
confirmed by FTIR and NMR distinctive peaks. These peaks also provided evidence that
hydrogel 2 exhibited a higher degree of modification than hydrogel 1. In conclusion, the
small-batches mixing approach proved to be more effective than large-batch mixing in
promoting HA-HA entanglement and increasing the probability of BDDE molecules for
binding with HA chains.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The main objective of our study was to enhance the cross-linking efficiency of
HA hydrogels cross-linked with 1, 4-butanediol diglycidyl ether BDDE via studying
method conditions including reaction time, pH, temperature, HA concentration, HA
molecular weight and mixing approach. Based on hydrogel’s properties (e.g. in-vitro
degradation rate, swelling ability, morphological and rheological behavior) resulting from
each cross-linking process, the cross-linking efficiency was evaluated. The results
revealed that there was a noticeable correlation between method conditions and crosslinking efficiency. The BDDE-HA hydrogels synthesized at a reaction time equaled or
longer than 2 h showed slower degradation rates and lower swelling ratios than those
synthesized at shorter time. The two-hour interval was subsequently determined as a
minimum reaction time required for cross-linking 1.2 g HA powder with 200 µl BDDE.
The resistance towards enzymatic degradation and swelling ability demonstrated by the
BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at pH 13 confirmed the potential impact of strong alkaline
medium on cross-linking efficiency of HA.
The temperature was also an effective parameter, the 40 oC was determined as an
ideal heated medium to carry out the HA chemical modification because it produced the
stiffest hydrogel against enzymatic destruction. The BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared at 10.0
% HA initial concentration proved to be the idlest concentration level corresponding to
the 2.0 % v/v BDDE. On the other side, the two millions Da (HA) molecular weight
formed a more stable cross-linked network towards hyaluronidase compared to the
hydrogels prepared at one million Da or 100 kDa. However, the swelling ratio of two
millions Da (HA) hydrogel was slightly larger than the swelling ratio of one million Da
hydrogel in both water and PBS. Furthermore, mixing approach showed a remarkable
influence on BDDE-HA cross-linked network. The small-batches mixing approach
produced a more homogenized cross-linked texture than the large-batch mixing.
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Based on the above summary, we hypothesize that, the method with the new
optimum conditions can relatively enhance the cross-linking efficiency of BDDE-HA
hydrogel to a certain degree while the BDDE content is possible to be kept constant. The
desirability and suitability of cross-linked hydrogels as a dermal filler or scaffolding
materials are largely correlated with longevity. Preparation of a rigid HA hydrogel in the
absence of BDDE is challenging. The chemical cross-linker usually forms a major
constituent in HA modification and a greater contributor in the increase of cross-linking
efficiency. In spite of the fact that the physical crosslinking has recently gained a
considerable attention, the physical cross-linking alone cannot exhibit a significant
resistant against depolymerization. Therefore, more studies are required in this area
particularly for the formation of physically cross-linked hydrogels by either HA-HA
interaction or hybrid networks in which HA is combined with other biopolymers. An
alternative approach could be the use of physical cross-linking strategy with a minimum
quantity of the chemical cross-linker in order to produce a rigid hydrogel with a low
potential of hazards and adverse reactions. However, more studies are required to
evaluate the amounts of BDDE to be activated in order to cross-link larger amounts of
HA chains and to not form pendants or dangling chains. We may recommend here a
development

of

a

chromatographic

method

using

high

performance

liquid

chromatography to monitor the BDDE residue in the solution after the synthetic reaction.
Pendant or dangling chains are probably formed when BDDE molecule is
physically restricted from one side to reach HA chain or the epoxide rings are not active
enough to open and react with HA chain. To avoid pendants, we also recommend to
investigate how HA chains can be made close enough to reach each other and to reach the
cross-linker molecules. Study of the effect of di- or tri-valent counter ions on crosslinking efficiency is also recommended. For instance, cross-linking of hyaluronic acid
with BDDE in the presence of a multivalent ion of opposite charge (e.g. CaCl2 or MgCl2)
is worthwhile. These ions will lead to an interaction between anionic groups on HA
(COO -) with the positive charge of the metal ( Ca+ , Mg+ ), subsequently the distances
between HA strands become shorter.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Introduction to the analytical instruments
employed for the characterization of HA hydrogels
1.1 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
FTIR spectroscopy is a powerful method for identification of functional groups of
molecules by evaluating the transition between vibrational states of bonds within the
molecule (Reddy & Karunakaran, 2013). When sample is introduced into the FTIR
spectrometer, some radiation is absorbed by the sample and some of it is passed through,
the resulting spectrum represents a molecular fingerprint of the sample. Therefore, it is
mainly used to confirm the occurrence of cross-linking bonds rather than quantitative
analysis. With FTIR measurements, HA sample does not require a tedious preparation
method and the spectra may be recorded between 4000-400 cm-1 (2.5-25 µm). A typical
FTIR spectrum of HA solution shows three main peaks corresponding to the presence of
C-H stretching, O-H stretching and C-O-C stretching. All these peaks present a
characteristic spectrum and could differentiate the native HA and cross-linked HA
hydrogel (Pitarresi et al., 2007).

1.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
NMR spectrometry is a common method used to confirm the presence of
crosslinking and to determine the total change of chemical modification occurred within
HA polymer. The pretreatment of samples is essential, because dissolution of crosslinked HA hydrogels in NMR solvents becomes challenge. The NMR spectrum of native
HA dissolved in D2O shows broad signals due to the high viscosity of HA solution
(Schante, Zuber, Herlin, & Vandamme, 2011).
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Dissolution of cross-linked hydrogels has also been reported in DMSO-d6/D2O
mixture ( Palumbo et al., 2006 ; Guarise, Pavan, Pirrone & Renier, 2012). (Appendix 1.2
A) shows a typical 1H NMR spectra comparing native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA
hydrogel carried out by (Guarise, Pavan, Pirrone & Renier, 2012). In the cross-linked
HA, a signal appearing at 1.8 ppm attributed to N-CH3 of HA and also a peak at
approximately 1.5 ppm which represents the – (CH2)2 of BDDE. However, in the native
HA, there is no peak appearing at 1.5 ppm, these data confirmed that the HA hydrogel
had been modified with BDDE molecules.

Appendix 1.2 A NMR spectra of native HA (lower) and BDD-HA (higher) (Guarise, Pavan, Pirrone &
Renier, (2012)

1.3 Capillary electrophoreses (CE)
Capillary electrophoreses (CE) is a high resolution analytical technique that has
been widely used for the analysis of disaccharide compositional molecules particularly
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) in the biological samples (Linhardt , Liu & Han, 1993). CE
has a different mechanism of analysis and it is used to separate ions according to their
electrophoretic mobility under the influence of an applied voltage across a field that the
ions exist. The ions of opposite charge to electrodes on either end of the voltage migrate
toward that electrode in a narrow capillary tube which is made of fused silica and
provides a flat flow due to electroosmotic flow. At a high voltage, ions that are positively
charged migrate toward the negatively charged electrode (the cathode) and the negative
ions migrate to the positively charged electrode (the anode).
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The rate of migration of each single ion is based on its quantity of charge
compared to its relative hydrodynamic size. Electrophoretic mobility is the term used to
describe ions affinity for its opposite electrode. The rate of migration is directly
proportional to the applied voltage. If the sample contains neutral and ionic analytes, the
electroosmotic flow drives all species from the injector to the detector through the
capillary eluting first the positive species followed by the neutral and later the negative
(Linhardt & Pervin, 1996). On the other hand, if two ions have same size, the one with
greater charge moves faster and for ions with the same charge, the smaller size migrates
first due to its less friction. A typical capillary electrophoresis system consists of a
voltage power supply , a capillary tube, a sample introduction system and a detector. Two
different analysis mode are applied for the analysis of GAGs which are normal polarity
mode and reversed polarity mode. The normal polarity mode as shown in (appendix. 1.3
A) is the most common analysis mode by which the sample is injected at the anode and
detected at the cathode.

Appendix 1.3 A Diagram showing capillary electrophorises separation mechanism of neutral and charged
species by normal polarity mode (Wenjun, Thanawiroon & Linhardt, 2002)

Hyaluronic acid can be identified and detected by CE following various reported
methods. The one which is well-established, is that when hyaluronic acid is analyzed in
normal polarity mode and detected by direct UV detection at wavelength 185-214 nm.
The HA oligomers migrate at a buffer of phosphate borate, pH 9.0 containing sodium
dodecyl sulfate. Identification and separation of hyaluronic acid from synovial fluid and
vitreous humor can be analyzed by this method.
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The migration of HA, however, is affected by the interaction with proteins, but
adding sodium dodecyl sulfate may decrease such interaction (Grimshaw et al., 1994).
Despite the ability of CE for oligosaccharides separation, a well-designed and efficient
method for quantification of cross-linked BDDE-HA fragments by the CE has not yet
been established. So, we used it as a confirmation tool for the occurrence of cross-linking
reaction in the cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels when compared with native HA.

1.4 High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
HPLC is a separation technique used to separate mixtures into their components
based on their molecular structures. HPLC is better than normal column chromatography
for oligosaccharides separation, because the solvent is allowed to drip through the
column under a high pressure force than under gravity. So, it is widely employed for the
evaluation of in-vitro degradation rate of HA hydrogels and also to confirm the
occurrence of cross-linking process. HPLC involves a stationary phase (commonly
column filled with non-polar silica) and a mobile phase (polar solvent) carrying the
components of the mixture. A stronger interaction is displayed between the solvent and
the polar components, thus they will travel through the column more quickly than less
polarity-components (Kupiec, 2004). Different chromatographic methods have been
developed for quantification of HA content in pharmaceutical formulations or to separate
HA oligosaccharides following a digestion procedure. Determination of HA
oligosaccharides by HPLC is a challenge and is largely influenced by method conditions
(e.g. mobile phase, pH and the concentration of buffer) which affect sensitivity, linearity,
accuracy and retention time. Therefore, for the development of a robust HPLC method,
different compositions of the mobile phase have to be tested to reduce the overlapping
and to obtain best signal response for HA fragments. Some HPLC methods were
established with post-chromatographic derivatization reactions. However, the HA
products obtained with this process are not stable and have a short half-life due to the
possible spontaneous intermolecular rearrangement (Medvedovici, Farca, & David,
2009). A novel chromatographic method with no pre-analytical derivatization step for
HA analysis was developed by (Pastorini et al., 2009).
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The method was set for the determination of glucosamine in human synovial by
HPLC coupled with electro-spray tandem mass spectrometry. The analyte was separated
using 10 mM acetic acid in water with ammonia and acetonitrile under isocratic elution at
0.3 ml/min flow rate. On the other hand, the analysis of HA components by HPLC
coupled with UV detector has also become a challenge. This problem, fortunately, was
overcome by developing a size- exclusion liquid chromatography (SEC) with UV
detection using variable wavelength set at 205 nm (Ruckmani et al., 2013). The method
was performed on an isocratic mode with a mobile phase consisting of buffer 0.05 M
potassium dihydrogen phosphate and the pH was adjusted at 7.0. In our study, we applied
HPLC for the quantification of N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) remaining in the crosslinked BDDE-HA hydrogel after a specific treatment with the enzyme ― hyaluronidase ―.
High (NAG) content in the tested extract indicated faster degradation rate and lower
cross-linking efficiency.

1.5 The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a microscope that uses electrons to
create a magnified image for advanced characterization of polymers. The electrons are
generated at the top of microscope and then directed down the column toward the sample.
Secondary electrons are then emitted that contain information about sample surface
composition. In this study, we used the SEM to characterize the morphology (form and
structure) of native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels (Esposito et al., 2005).
The cross-linked hydrogels display different porous structure and cohesively as a result of
the degree of cross-linking. The SEM images of native HA show some collapse within
their substrate structures and wider pores-size comparing to the cross-linked hydrogels
synthesized at high degrees of cross-linking (Gatta et al., 2013).

1.6 Rheometer
Rheometer is a mechanical spectrometer used to measure deformation and flow of
materials under applied force. The Measurement includes various physical properties
such as: viscosity, shear stress, storage modulus (G') and loss modulus (G'').
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The storage modulus measures the stored energy representing the elastic portion
in viscoelastic materials, whereas the loss modulus measures the energy dissipated as
heat representing the viscous portion in viscoelastic materials. Rheometer provides also
an effective indication about critical gel point, the point when the material changes from
a viscoelastic liquid to a viscoelastic solid during cross-linking reaction. The rheometers
are of two types: rotational that work with controlled stress or strain and extensional that
work with extensional stress or strain. Most measurements of HA cross-linked hydrogels
are performed on a rotational rheometer using a parallel geometry at controlled
temperature of 25 oC. The rotational rheometer operates in continuous rotation and
oscillations mode. It consists of a motor, optical encoder and torque-sensing mechanism.
There are three types of stress attachments: cone and plate, plate and plate, or concentric
cylinder (Sherman, 2004). The viscosity of HA solution varies with the shear rate , so it is
classified as a share rate – dependent material (Bingol & Dogan, 2012). Rheology has
become a differentiating factor for cross-linked hydrogels, because it reflects the
viscoelastic property. The native HA solution shows a different behavior than crosslinked HA when subjected to a frequency sweep test; the native HA behaves viscous at
the lower frequency range , while at the higher range, it behaves elastic. However, the
moduli of cross-linked hydrogels do not vary significantly with the frequency and show
almost similar viscoelastic properties over the testing range (Mellergaard, Larsen &
Malle, 2011).
This phenomenon is referred to the Maxwell-type behavior and single relaxation
time, the storage G' and loss G'' modulus in cross-linked hydrogels are independent of
oscillation frequency (Omari et al., 2006 ; Gulrez, Al-Assaf & Phillips, 2011).
Determinations of storage and loss moduli are usually carried out by Small Amplitude
Oscillatory Strain (SAOS) measurements over a frequency range of (0.01-100 s -1) at a
constant strain (appendix 1.6 A). However, a strain sweep test should initially be
performed at a constant frequency over a strain amplitude ranged from 0.01-100% in
order to determine the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) (Borrell, Leslie & Tezel, 2011).
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Appendix 1.6 A Diagram of SAOS with deformation signal γ, response signal σ and phase shift δ. (Bingol
& Dogan, 2012)

When hydrogel sample is exposed to sinusoidal deformation at radial frequency
ω, there is a delay between excitation and the response known as phase shift δ. From the
experiment, the elastic modulus and the viscous modulus can be calculated according to
the following equations:

Where G' represents elastic or storage modulus, G'' represents viscous or loss
modulus, γ for strain or deformation, σ for stress or response, δ for phase shift. In order to
distinguish between different viscoelastic fluids, it is necessary to determine the loss
tangent factor ― tan δ ― that describes the ratio between the elastic and viscous share of
polymer fluid according to the equation below. If ―loss tangent δ ― is greater than 1, the
hydrogel is predominantly viscous and if it is smaller than 1, the hydrogel is
predominantly elastic (Bingol & Dogan, 2012).

The viscoelastic property is highly correlated to the degree of cross-linking. It was
stated by (Segura et al., 2005) that the complex modulus increases when the theoretical
cross-links increases suggesting that the network with more cross-links becomes more
resistance towards mechanical changes.
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Appendix 2: ESI-Mass spectrometry analysis
2.1 The MS spectrum of disaccharide unit of HA

Appendix 2. 1 A ESI-MS spectra of native HA showing the base peak of the disaccharide unit at m/z 378
with a singly charged negative ion [M-H]-
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Appendix 2. 1 B ESI-MS spectra of native HA showing the peaks of the glucoronic acid (GlcA) at m/z
192.8 and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc – H2O) at m/z 201.89
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2.2 The MS spectrum of extended range of native and cross-linked
hydrogel

Appendix 2. 2 A ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 200 to m/z 300 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 B ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 300 to m/z 400 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 C ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 400 to m/z 500 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 D ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 500 to m/z 600 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 E ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 600 to m/z 700 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 F ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 700 to m/z 800 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 G ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 800 to m/z 900 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 H ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 900 to m/z 1000 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 I ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1000 to m/z 1100 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 J ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1100 to m/z 1200 for native HA (green color)
and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 K ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1200 to m/z 1300 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 L ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1300 to m/z 1400 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 M ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1400 to m/z 1500 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 N ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1500 to m/z 1600 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 O ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1600 to m/z 1700 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 P ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1700 to m/z 1800 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 Q ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1800 to m/z 1900 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 2. 2 R ESI-MS spectra of extended range from m/z 1900 to m/z 2000 for native HA (green
color) and cross-linked HA (red color)
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Appendix 3: The relation between degree of modification
and BDDE concentration.

Appendix 3. 1 A NMR spectra of lyophilized BDDE- HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C , pH 13,
reaction time 60 min, initial HA concentration 5.0 % and BDDE 0.25% . The degree of modification was
2.1% based on the integration of BDDE peak at 1.55 ppm with respective to the peak of N-acetyl
glucosamine at approximately 1.9 ppm.
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Appendix 3. 1 B NMR spectra of lyophilized BDDE- HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C , pH 13,
reaction time 60 min, initial HA concentration 5.0 % and BDDE 0.5% . The degree of modification was
2.2% based on the integration of BDDE peak at 1.55 ppm with respective to the peak of N-acetyl
glucosamine at approximately 1.9 ppm.
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Appendix 3. 1 C NMR spectra of lyophilized BDDE- HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C , pH 13,
reaction time 60 min, initial HA concentration 5.0 % and BDDE 0.75% . The degree of modification was
3.6% based on the integration of BDDE peak at 1.55 ppm with respective to the peak of N-acetyl
glucosamine at approximately 1.9 ppm.
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Appendix 3. 1 D NMR spectra of lyophilized BDDE- HA digested fragments obtained at 25 0C , pH 13,
reaction time 60 min, initial HA concentration 5.0 % and BDDE 1.0 % . The degree of modification was
4.7% based on the integration of BDDE peak at 1.55 ppm with respective to the peak of N-acetyl
glucosamine at approximately 1.9 ppm.
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Appendix 4: Chromatographic analysis
4.1 How HPLC is able to discriminate native HA from crosslinked BDDE-HA hydrogel.

Materials
Samples of native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogel, enzyme
hyaluronidase (solid powder) with 3000 U/mg. Ehrlich's reagent, phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) and alkaline solution.

Measurements
Equivalent portions from lyophilized native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA were
obtained and digested with hyaluronidase solution until complete degradation. The
extracts were filtered using 45 µm Watmaan filtration paper. Each extract was analyzed
by a reverse-phase HPLC (Agilent 1220 infinity, Waldbronn, Germany) and detected by
a built-in diode-array detector. The stationary phase was C18 end-capped column (100
cm x 2mm) with 5 µm particle size from (knauer, Berlin, Germany) and the mobile phase
was composed of two solutions: A: 96% (water 96% + acetonitrile 4%), B: methanol 4%.
The method was performed on an isocratic mode and optimized with an injection volume
of 2 µl, flow rate of 0.4 ml/min and run time of 10 min. The detection was achieved at
195 nm.
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Results and discussion
The native HA and cross-linked hydrogel were eluted relatively at different
retention times. Chromatogram of native HA hydrogel showed a single broad peak
eluting at 0.589 min (appendix 4.1 A) which was attributed to the variation in
hydrodynamic radius of HA fragments.
However, the cross-linked hydrogel showed less overlapping components
(appendix 4.1 B). It showed a large peak at 0.565 min representing the total volume of
BDDE-HA fragments accompanied with a small one at 0.738 min representing the
enzyme.

Appendix 4. 1 A HPLC chromatogram of native HA hydrogel obtained at 198 nm in isocratic mode with a
flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. The chromatogram displays a broad peak retained at 0.589 min which represents
the total hyaluronic acid fragments
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Appendix 4. 1 B HPLC chromatogram of BDDE-HA hydrogel obtained at 198 nm in isocratic mode with a
flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. Chromatogram displays two peaks retained at 0.565 min which represents total
BDDE-HA fragments and 0.738 mint which represents hyaluronidase.

Although, the bovine testicular hyaluronidase exhibits efficient de-polymerization
cleavage and produces different oligo-saccharides including disaccharides, tetrasaccharides, and hexa- saccharides, it was very difficult under our HPLC conditions to
separate HA fragments or even to get a clear distinction between the native HA and
BDDE-HA hydrogel . The application of RP-HPLC is challenging to separate such
overlapped fragments even if the cross-linked hydrogel is digested with the
hyaluronidase. As described earlier, due to the silanol groups found in silica or the
chemical interaction between the polar mobile phase and non-polar stationary phase, the
native HA and cross-linked HA are mostly eluted with peak tailing. The strongly acidic
silanol groups work as cation-exchange sites for ionized bases of HA fragments.
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On the other hand, hyaluronic acid (HA) and hyaluronidase (HAase) have closely
related structures, subsequently two overlapped peaks may be observed. If HA
concentration is higher than (HAase), the (HAase) peak disappear. In contrast, if HA
concentration is lower than (HAase), the (HAase) peak can suppress HA peak. This
phenomenon is clearly observed in the next section (appendix 4.2). The physicochemical
properties of HA and the digestion process could also affect resolution , separation and
retention time. If the stationary phase becomes saturated or blocked over the course of
analysis, that will lead to a variation in the retention time. The retention time also
experiences a drift with increased HA content. This phenomenon is apparently correlated
to the hydrodynamic radius and quantities of HA fragments found in the extract. As the
amount of HA fragments increases like in native HA, it stays longer in the column and
thus, has a slower retention time. .
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4.2 Evaluation of in vitro degradation rate of cross-linked
BDDE by HPLC.

4.2.1. Preparation of standard solutions

20 µg /ml

20 µg /ml

20 µg /ml
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40 µg /ml

40 µg /ml

40 µg /ml
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60 µg /ml

60 µg /ml

60 µg /ml
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80 µg /ml

80 µg /ml

80 µg /ml
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100 µg /ml

100 µg /ml

100 µg /ml
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150 µg /ml

150 µg /ml

150 µg /ml
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200 µg /ml

200 µg /ml

200 µg /ml
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250 µg /ml

250 µg /ml

250 µg /ml
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300 µg /ml

300 µg /ml

300 µg /ml
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4.2.2. Samples

X1 A
After one- day digestion

X1 B
After complete digestion
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X2 A
After one- day digestion

X2 B
After complete digestion
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X3 A
After one- day digestion

X3 B
After complete digestion
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4.2.3. Recovery

4.2.4. Regression

Residual outut
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Appendix 5: Colorimetric analysis
5.1. Preparation of standard solutions
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5.2. Samples
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5.3. Recovery
Hydrogel

X4
X5
X6

Weight of
swollen
hydrogel
138
164
155

Theoretical value of
HA in 5.0g sample

Actual value
obtained

Recovery

36.2 mg
30.48 mg
32.25 mg

27.3 mg
28.7 mg
25.7 mg

75.4%
94.2%
79.7 %

5.4. Regression
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Appendix 6: Results of the in-vitro degradation rate
Appendix 6.1 Average remaining NAG (%) of BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different reaction time

Day

30 min

1h

2h

4h

8h

24h

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

1

49.1 ± 5.9

63.9± 5.1

66.7± 6.2

65.4 ±4.8

62.9± 5.6

66.3± 2.4

2

28.3± 1.8

30.7 ± 2.7

39.7± 5.2

42.2± 4.5

40.5 ±4.6

41.2 ±3.9

3

18.3± 2.2

21.0 ± 6.6

31.3± 1.4

30.8± 6.1

28.7± 3.4

31.2 ±3.1

4

8.3 ± 6.7

10.5 ± 4.5

17.3 ±1.4

18.3 ±3.5

16.1 ±2

16.3 ±1.3

Appendix 6.2 Average remaining NAG (%) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different pH number

Day

pH 13

pH 11

pH 9

pH 3

0

100

100

100

100

1

66 ± 3.1

51.1 ± 4

46.5± 1.8

55.9 ±5.3

2

40.3 ± 2.4

31.1± 5.9

25.4± 6.6

33.6± 6.9

3

29.6 ± 1.8

20.4 ± 2.1

14.7± 3.8

19.8± 5.2

4

18.4 ± 2.7

9.8 ± 1.8

7.1 ±3.1

10 ±3.3

Appendix 6.3 Average remaining NAG (%) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different temperature

Day

25 OC

30 OC

35 OC

40 OC

45 OC

50 OC

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

1

63.6± 3.2

64.7 ±1.0

65.2± 4.7

65.9± 4.6

63.3± 2.6

48.8± 5.5

2

39.8± 2.3

41.6± 2.7

42± 4.5

40.9± 0.3

39.9± 3.7

29.5± 4.7

3

29.1± 1.9

31.8 ±2.9

32.6± 2.6

33.3 ±1.7

32.3± 5.6

18.3± 2.1

4

19.0 ± 0.6

21.5± 1.9

17.9± 1.5

22.3± 3

19.5± 2.0

7.3 ±2.2
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Appendix 6.4 Average remaining NAG (%) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different HA concentration.
Day

7.0 % HA

8.0 % HA

9.0 % HA

10.0 % HA

0
1
2
3
4

100
55.5± 5.7
33.4± 1.7
23.1± 2.8
15.9± 5.4

100
58.9± 2.5
35.9± 2.7
26.9± 3.0
18.6± 3.1

100
62.5± 3.4
37.9± 2.0
31.3± 4.6
23.6± 3.8

100
68.4± 1.8
42.9± 1.3
34.2± 2.0
25.1± 1.9

Day

11.0 % HA

12.0 % HA

13.0 % HA

14.0 % HA

0
1
2
3
4

100
66.6± 3.7
41.4± 2.1
32.5± 3.4
22.4± 2.2

100
65.7± 6.3
41.0± 5.5
34.4± 4.0
21.4± 4.9

100
64.7± 2.9
38.9± 3.7
30.5± 4.2
21.9± 2.9

100
63.9± 2.0
38.5± 3.5
31.3± 2.1
19.5± 2.6

Appendix 6.5 Average remaining NAG % of native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at various
HA molecular weight

Day

100 kDa

1000 kDa

2000 kDa

0

100

100

100

1

61 ± 7.2

66.3 ± 7.5

71.3± 3.9

2

34.1 ± 6.9

42.6 ± 4.2

46.1 ± 2.9

3

23.3 ± 5.3

33.4 ± 4.2

34.6 ± 2.0

4

13.8 ± 4.2

23.5 ± 3.0

26.5 ± 3.6

Appendix 6.6 Average remaining NAG % of native HA and cross-linked BDDE-HA hydrogels prepared at different
mixing approaches

Day

Native HA

Hydrogel 1

Hydrogel 2

0

100

100

100

1

11.7± 6.1

73.4 ± 3.5

75.6 ± 0.9

2

0.00

45.7 ± 4.6

49.0 ± 4.9

3

0.00

34.0 ± 6.0

39.2 ± 2.9

4

0.00

23.8 ± 2.9

28.5 ± 2.0
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Appendix 7: Results of the swelling ratio measurements
Appendix 7.1 Average amounts of swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different reaction times
Hydrogel

Distilled water

BPS

30 min

154 ±15.5

135 ± 8.6

1h

145 ±4.9

124 ±5.1

2h

136 ±8.0

121 ±6.2

4h

139 ±14.9

122± 2.2

8h

135 ±11.7

120 ±7.2

24 h

135 ±8.7

121 ±5.7

Appendix 7.2 Average amounts of swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different pH number.
Hydrogel

Distilled water

BPS

pH 13

137± 6.5

120 ± 6.2

pH 11

146 ± 6.0

137 ± 4.3

pH 9

150 ± 8.7

143± 3.8

pH 3

138± 7.9

125 ±2.5

.
Appendix 7.3 Average amounts of swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different temperature
Hydrogel

Distilled water

BPS

25 OC

139 ± 4.9

128 ± 3.8

30 C

138 ±1.4

125 ± 5.2

35 OC

135 ± 8.9

123 ± 5.7

O

133 ±4.5

119 ± 3.8

O

126 ± 6.6

117 ± 3.5

O

120 ± 11.7

112± 7.5

O

40 C
45 C
50 C
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Appendix 7.4 Average amounts of swelling ratios (g/g) of BDDE-HA hydrogels
prepared at different HA concentrations.
Medium

7.0 % HA

8.0 % HA

9.0 % HA

10.0 % HA

Distilled water
PBS

135 ± 6.5
124 ± 4.3

134 ± 2.8
122 ± 2.4

132 ± 5.1
120 ± 3.8

129 ± 3.2
116 ± 2.4

Medium

11.0 % HA

12.0 % HA

13.0 % HA

14.0 % HA

Distilled water
PBS

131 ± 6.5
117 ± 1.4

132 ± 7.9
119 ± 3.8

136 ± 6.2
121 ± 5.0

137 ± 7.4
127 ± 6.2

Appendix 7.5 Swelling ratios (g/g) of hydrogels prepared by different HA molecular weight in distilled water and PBS
Hydrogel

Distilled water

BPS

100 kDa

142 ± 8.9

131 ± 6.2

1000 kDa

130 ± 6.2

119 ± 5.7

2000 kDa

133 ± 7.4

125 ± 3.7

Appendix 7.6 Swelling ratios (g/g) of hydrogels 1 and 2 prepared by different mixing approaches in distilled water
and PBS
Hydrogel

Distilled water

BPS

Hydrogel 1

135 ± 7.2

127 ± 10.8

Hydrogel 2

130 ± 3.8

123± 5.2
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Appendix 8: Excel data for the rheological measurements
Appendix 8.1: Rheological data for native HA
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Appendix 8.2: Rheological data for BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared with 100,000 Da
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Appendix 8.3: Rheological data for BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared with 1000,000 Da
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Appendix 8.4: Rheological data for BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared with 2000,000 Da
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Appendix 8.5: Rheological data for BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared with large-batch mixing approach
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Appendix 8.6: Rheological data for BDDE-HA hydrogel prepared with small-batchs mixing approach
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Appendix 9: Images for different hydrogel samples
obtained in our work
9.1. Lyophilized-hydrogel appearance
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9.2. Open air dried-hydrogels appearance
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9.3. Swelling and purification
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9.4 Quantity of NAG released
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